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CHAPTER 5

RITUAL ANID SPACE

TIM NISKALA LAT{DSCAPE.

In the previous chapter we discussed the economic dimension of ritual which

becomes apparent through attention to household economy and the logic and ideology

of ritual practice. If we turn now to the forms of ritual practice different aqpects

come into focus.

Puru: the places of ritual.

At the public level most ritual consists of ceremonies of offering made in
pliaces called pura. This word, of Sanskrit origin and cognate with a number of
other Indic terms for places is conventionally translated as "temple" but European

connotations of the term are misleadingr. r-ansing (1983: 7,51,146) argues that

pura are "essentially theatres" for the making of offerings in the form of the

performing arts. They function no doubt as theatres but as Iansing's own

subsequent work (1991) shows, they are many other things as well2. It is in the

nature of pura and of Balinese ritual in general to be multiplex in function and

The word pura is derived, Iike puri (palace), from a Sanskrit, root
upon which a host of Indian (e.g puri, ,J-aipur,-uahabaiipuram) and SoutheastAsian (e_.9. singapore) terms and namee- refe-rring to diff6rent'kinde or pfices
are based. See also Wiener (1995:394)

function aEi €rn irrigation management Eystsem. odtrer claims as to their natr.,rland function include ,fortresses'r (H.Geertz L995:37, c/f wiener 1995 :397) .
lvry own rist wourd incrude rrworkshopgr and ,slaughterlrousest'.
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RITUAL AND SPACE

meaning (c/f I-aruing 1991:9-10) but if pura have an essence it lies at a more

fundamental level.

While many pura arc indeed "beautiful structures of stone and wood"

(Lansing 1983:51), arranged in the form of elaborate complexes of courtyards,

gateways, shrines and pavilions, a pura is not essentially a building or even a

structure or an object. An alternative term, lcalryangan, expresses this more clearly:

hyang means god(dess) or deity, the prefix ka- denotes a state of being (with or in

the presence of such deities). Kalryangan is therefore "...of the gods". Used as a

noun it implies "place" of the gods (Kersten 1984:51). This etymology is consistent

with my experience and understanding of the practices associated with

pura/lcalryangan. They are before anything else (as distinct from essentially) places,

sacred place/spaces which may consist physically of no more than a clearing with

some stones in the ground but whose significance is defined as much in terms of its

inherent niskala qualities than in terms of what it is used fof .

Functionally a pura is a space set aside for the transaction of business

(theatrical or otherwise) with the gods (Boon 1977:96, Soebandi 1981:64, clf H.

Geertz 1995:37). These gods are generally not permanently resident rnthen pura

but descend (tedun) from their mountaintop homes on certain occasions to take their

places in little houses, seats Qtalinggih) or objects (pretinw) reserved for their use.

At such times the pura concerned becomes alive with the busy-ness of preparation

and performance of the spectacular ceremonies for which Bali is jusfly famous. At

other times the gods are elsewhere and the pura reverts to its customary appearance

of quiet emptiness (kesepian).

Despite this appearance of emptiness and the absence of the gods, a pura

between ceremonies is not, as has been suggested (Lansing 1983:7,51), an empty

shell. ln nislcnln tenns it is still sacred space, retaining a quality inherent in the

place itself rather than its structures or their function. The respect which people

As Boon observes a temple may be "visuaIIy a shambles, yet
in perfect orderrr (1975:27L). . For further general discussions of
pura sree Hobart et al (1996:]-27), Lansing (1991:50-52).

ritually
Balinese
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Figure 5.1
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RITUAL AND SPACE

hold for these spaces is not merely for their function as visiting-places of the gods

but because the place itself is tenget or pingit. These terms refer not to the abstract

sacredness or holiness of state-sanctioned religion (as in the Indonesian term laanat),

but to a more tangible quality which translates into Indonesian as anglecr (haunted)

or possessing leckwtan gaib (maglcal power).

As James Boon (1977:100) observes "any Balinese temple can be read

according to literate Hindu theology or according to folk magical beliefs" (see also

Grader 1984:167, Stuart-Fox 1987:30-31). It is at the latter level that pura arc

understood fundamentally in terms of the qualities of the places they occupy. This

becomes apparent in numerous stories around Ubud of the founding of pura on sites

possessed of the evidences of qpecial power (see also Boon t977:105-6, Soebandi

1981:65). The following are versions of the founding of one of the old pura rn

Ubud but similar stories are told about many other temples.

The sons ofthe king of Sukawati had abandoned their father's pnn and were wandering
around the countryside. One of them canne all far uphill as Teges. From there he
wandered around meditating in the forest. At this place, whero there was a stone in the
ground, he received divine inspiration and the message that he would prosper if he
settled in the area but that ho must remember this place. He established a puri *
Poliatan and in due course it prospered and he built a simple pura here.

There was sickness at Puri Peliatan. A member of the puri meditated aj this spot and
used water from a stone which cured the sickness. I-ater the people of Tanan built a
pura aroutd the spot.

The eldest son of Dewa Agung Batuan (the ruler of Peliatan) was Dewa Agung Jolantik.
He was a man of power (orang salal who used to wander around at night looking for
divine inspiration (walryu/ilhan). He found it at various places around here and built
temples at them including Pura Dalem Padangtegal and Pura Binginambe. In Taman
he saw a wisp of smoke issuing from ground and built a pura there.

I-ocal residents also tell stories of strange nocturnal happenings around Pura

Taman Sari: people have seen lights and heard the voices of invisible beings Quun-

utten, wong samar) specific to this place. These are believed to be traversing a route

between two other nearby pura. Pura Tamansari in fact occurs at the intersection

of two such routes which run between tenget places. There are around Llbud a
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RITUAL AND SPACE

number of such nocturnal routes (ialm malanD connecting various pura and other

tenget places and travelled by wong scrntar of various shapes and sizes.

.Ja lan f1d lam

--

tl

Figure 5.2 Map of Ubud jalan malam.

Pura may thus be understood as places of concentration of nislula energies

which are unevenly distributed across the landscape or more correctly, hidden within

the landscape. In other words, hidden within the visible (selwla) landscape is what

we might call an invisible (nislcaln) landscape some of the rudimentary contours of
which are sketched in the map above. Pura are visible landmarls located at

important points in the nislwln landscape: points of articulation between setala and

nislcala space where something of the invisible may be glimpsed and humans may

temporarily penetrate the customary screen of invisibilit/.
The concept of nislwln landscape serves also as a tool of aniculation between

the analytic domains of ritual and of qpatial organisation, domains artificially

separated by the disciplinary boundaries of social science in a way they are not in

For €rn illuminating. discussion of the use of metaphors and(inter)play of concept,s of (in)visiUifj_ty in Balinese culture see wiEner-trigiespecialty a9-56).

A
l'1OUl'Jl AII{

SEA

V
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RITUAL AND SPACE

Balinese spatio/ritual practice5. The sections to follow outline an approach to both

Balinese ritual and Balinese qpatial organisation based upon their fundamental unity,

articulated where necessary through nislwln landscape6. We proceed by way of

some old debates in Balinese studies, laying out and sharpening our concqfual tools

en route to the spatio/ritual landscape of Ubud. This fundamenAl qpatial-ness of

ritual and ritual-ness of space however may become clearer if we return once again

to the elementary level of ritual practice.

I\fiapping thie Niskala Landscape.

... a landscape rich in synbols and lore of spatial identity. @oon 1977:106)

It is customary before eating or drinking, especially among older people and

those more diqposed to traditional niceties, to qpill a few grains or drops onto the

ground. This action is understood either as an offering of gratitude to Ibu Pretiwi,

the mother/goddess earth and/or of appeasement to certain species of the lower-level

nislula beings. Similarly at the household level a portion of the first rice cooked

in the morning is set aside before anyone has eaten to offer to the multitude of

r refer here historicalty to the post-medieval separat,ion, at least
in Europe, of the practices of architecture and priestcraft, in contemporary
professional practice between toyrn pJ-anning and urban design on the one nana
and religion and symbolic representationg on the other. Academic dieciplinary
boundaries tend to reproduce this division of intellectual property with
geography traditionally emphaeising the material aspects of spatial
organisat,ion and religious studies paying little attention to spatial order.
until very recently anthropology has been the only discipline which, by virtue
of its mandate to inquire into the intellectual arr€rngements of others, has
had more licence than most to breach thege boundaries.

ilames Boon (esp. L977:99-LO6, 112-18) foreshadows aspects of my
approach with tantalising insights into the retaEionships betsween ritual
practice, social groups and spatial organisation. 'fhe recurrence of his voice
in the form of quotes through thie section salutes these insighte. Ttris
footnotse however laments the irrepreseible eclecticism which prevents him from
systematically, Iet, alone critically developing the concept,s implicit in them.
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nislcnla beings with which the people of the household share its space. This offering,

called saiban, is made not singly but divided into many tiny mounds on little banana-

leaf platters which are distributed around the houseyard not randomly but at very

specific pointsT. By plotting the distribution of these points we can construct a map

of the nislwla micro-landscape of the houseyard.

ltousE

33

tuE

Figure 5.3 Map of daily saiban offerings

/\
UP.HILL

13E

The et)mologry of saiban ig, likealternative but, complementary interpretations .protect -

many_ Balinese word6, open to
Sai-.means daily. Saibl means
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RITUAL AND SPACE

Readers familiar with Bali will recognise that the houseyard illusftated

diverges in certain respects from the typical or "idealn layout to be found in

ntrmerous standard exegeses of domestic spaceE. It is one of my sub-arguments here

that such exegeses are over-standardised and that actual spatio-ritual practice is

somewhat less static and inflexible than the idealised model of "Balinese spatial

organisation" which they reflect. The concept of nislcala landscape is an abstraction

from (my observations of) such practice rather than from ideal models. It is

intended less as a criticism of ideal models than to complement them with a more

flexible and comprehensive framework within which they can be located. The

usefulness of this approach becomes most apparent in the very sinrations which

appear not to conform to the ideal models, for example the idiosyncrasies of the

houseyard mapped above.

The most striking of these idiosyncrasies here is the fact that offerings are

placed not only within the houseyard Qtelurangan) concerned but outside in the

space to the east. This space is occupied by a house rented to foreigners, in other

(nislcala) words ritually unoccupied or perhaps worse. To the east again is a river

gorge, well-known as the home and abode of a host of assorted nisleala beings In

the past these beings have made known their displeasure at the disturbance of their

environment caused by this house by causing accidents and sickness not only to the

houses immediately adjoining but to members of the same family living further

away. The little pura (l-14) and pelinggih (I6,L7) were built as a first line of

defence against their incursions.

The garden immediately downhill of the houseyard was once occupied by a

small house built by a foreigner who did make offerings and even built a pelinggih

for this purpose. Once a space is ritually "occupied" in this way the beings involved

cannot safely be neglected and offerings must be made for ever after. The spaces

These are sufficiently numerous and well-known that I wilt refrain
from repeating them here. The reader unfamiliar with them may find them in
a number of versions ranging from the touristic (Bruce 1986:300, through the
popular (Covarrubias 1994:90 to the scholarly (Budihardjo 1985:50-54, Howe
1983) .
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uphill and to the west are occupied by, respectively, ricefields and neighbouring

houseyards, both uses which are adequately protected by the offerings made in them.

Within the houseyard itself, offerings are placed first in the family temple

(meraian) in the uphill-east corner, one in each (unoccupied) petinggih, beside and

in front of the entrance, on the jar of holy water (30), and a group of five in the

centre(26), arranged in the form of four to the cardinal directions around one in the

centre. Others are placed at critical points around the houseyard: (36) at the

entrance to the uphill pavilion (bale daja), (38) on the platform of the future eastern

pavilion, (37) on the rryama, the stone marking the place where the afterbirths of
children are buried, (32,33) at the workplaces of members of the household, (34,35)

in and in front of the pelinggih of a guardian spirit of the houseyard, (39) trvo in the

centre, (40) in the kitchen, abode of Brahma, the Indic god associated (in Bali at

least) with fire, (41) the rice mortar (lesung), (42) the water vessel, abode of Wisnu,

the Indic god associated with (among other things) water and (43,44,45) protecting

the entrance to the whole compound.

The map thus constructed is not of fixed locations of nislwla 6sings,

benevolent or malevolent, but of points in space requiring protection against the

latter by virtue either of inherent weakness, such as the eastern frontier or the

entrances, or of their ritual importance, such as the pelinggih in the family temple.

Our map is thus of the high and low points, the contours and boundaries of this very

localised niskala landscape. It shows also how the smallest details of space are

conceived in ritual terms and how the most elementary forms of ritual are

inseparable from their spatial location and function. This correspondence may be

found consistently at all levels of ritual and spatial organisation.

...ifpressed to define the central Indonesian notion ofadat in its specifically Balinese
context, one might say it is dharma attached to space. @oon 1977:100)
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The Desa.

From the discussion above we can see that the primary unit of humanised

space, the houseyard, consists not merely of a piece of land but the confluence of
that land with all the beings, visible and invisible, past and present, associated with

it. The quality of its ongoing existence is dependent on a harmonious working

relationship between all these elements. Ritual Qtadnya, lwrya) is the technology for

achieving this harmony between place and people, nature and culture, selala and

nisluln. The responsibility for active maintenance of this relationship, that is for the

performance of ritual, lies with the human partners, those who stand to lose most if
anything goes wrong with it.

A similar logic applies at the next level of local spatial order, the desae.

Commonly and indeed conveniently (but as with pura misleadingly) translated as

"village", desa refers at the level of common sense, to a village-like cluster of

houses, their inhabitants and the temples and other public facilities associated with

them. On closer examination however the essential nafure or defining features of

the desa become, in Guermonprez' (1990) understatement, "elusive" and it has been

the subject of scholarly debate spanning the history and geography of Balinese

studies.

Some account,s (Covarrubias L994:5O-4, Hobart et aI. L996: 85-6)
suggest that the banjar may be considered the next level of epatial order.
I wouldargue however (with warren [1993:].j.1 that the banjar is a social unit
defined by joint responsibility of its members for certain (physical) tasks
rather .than by a (ritual) space for which its members afe (ritually)
responsible. C.Geertz (1959:993-a), cuermonprez (L990:58), go a step furthei,
appearing to deny the status of the desa as well as banjar as spatial units.
My arg"ument here is that desa, like pura are before anything else (and unlike
banjar or dadia), ritual spaces defined by their uownerihipu by specific
deities.
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The desa as object ofdebate.

The debate revolves around the status of the dcsa n relation to two other

institutions, banjar (neighbourhood community) and purt @ahce). It began with a
tendentious tenet of Dutch colonial scholarship, most cogently elaborated by F.A.
Liefrinck in the late nineteenth century to the effect that, in the beginning

...villages frrnctioned as egalitarian and aulonomous units, that thoy wero the real basis
of Balinese society, and that the aristocracy was primarily an opprossive imposition.

(Vickers 1989:90)

"A Balinese kingdom", according to this view "'...was...nothing more than an

agglomeration of villages"' (1989:90, quoting Liefrinck t1886] directly) while the

baniar was a sub-desa unit, whose significance grew historically as the power of the

village republic was eroded by that of the princes (Covamrbias 1994:60-64). This

view has much in common with other colonial notions of "the traditional village,'

which reflect both uncritical recycling of apopular model of the village derived from
European experience and the political ends of the colonial powers involved @reman
1987, Kemp 1987, Ruiter and Schulte-Nordholt 1989). Eric Wolf, considering the

material rather than ideological constitution of peasant villages, argues the actual

form of villages results from local reqponse to the economic conditions of
colonialism itself (1957). Nevertheless this view has persisted in popular

imagination and in the case of Bali it was not subjected to scholarly review until
1959 when C.Geertz proposed his model which dissolved the village into the

"intersection of theoretically separable planes of social organisation" (See Ch.3).

This model in turn become the basis of a new orthodoxy until J.-F.
Guermonprez' (1992) critical review of the subject in which he revealed substantial

contradictions both within the Dutch literature and Geertz's model. Guermonprez

argues that the entire debate has been systematically distorted by a utilitarian
emphasis on political form at the expense of consideration of the cultural and

symbolic values embodied in the religious dimensions of the institutions involved.

In his view ".. the words desa and baniar refer to a cultural-and-social totality, a
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single system primarily defined by a hierarchical relation between the two levels"

beyond which "there is no such thing as a village community" (1992:68). This

"elementary hierarchical structure of Balinese society" (1992:68) involves the rather

specialised definition of hierarchy developed by Louis Dumont and his followers and

Guermonprez goes on to analyse a range of ethnographic examples in tenns of this

model.

This is not the place to elaborate my reservations about a model which would

reduce Balinese society to a single binary relationship and takes into account neither

precolonial kingdoms, actual colonial tinkering with village forms nor the

appropriation by the post-colonial state of local institutions. Its greatest virtue

however, seems to me to be the attention it has drawn back to the elusive nature of

Balinese village form and the minute scrutiny he has brought to bear on the

desa/banjar relationship. Its greatest weakness, on the other hand is one which it

shares with the other parties to the debate.

The Desc as ritual space.

To me, perhaps the most striking theme of the entire debate is the persistent

reluctance of virtually all the writers involved to treat what appears at the most

obvious level to be a spatial entity in terms of its, also most obvious, qpatial

qualities. This occurs despite a wideqpread recognition of qpatial organisation as a

significant component of many Balinese cultural forms (Boon I997:1I3, C.Geertz

1980:19-25, Iansing 1974:3, Schulte-Nordholt 1991b, Stuart-Fox 1987:52-53,

Wiener 1995:55).

The spatial forms of desa in the area around Ubud appear at first to vary

considerably but with experience it becomes apparent that they consist of much the

sameprimary elements combined in various combinations. Here are simplified maps

of a few not atlpical ones.
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The physical landscape in which all these desa are located slopes up from the

coastal plains to the mountains and is divided by deep river gorges into up-downhill

strips a few hundred metres wide. These strips are largely occupied by ricefields

with a single road or path running up-down their centre. The villages are strung at

intervals of a kilometre or less along these roads and consist of a row of houseyards

on either side of the road and sometimes along one or two minor cross- or parallel-

streetslo.

All contain a cemetery @etra) and at least two pura: a Pura Dalem, the

temporary place of residence of the souls of the not-yet-cremated dead, and a Rrra

Puseh associated with the (now deified) founding ancestors of the desa. The

cemetery and Pura Dalem are usually (but not always) located at the downhill end

of the desa and the Pura Puseh at the uphill end. Most (but not dl) Pura hrseh

contain in their outer courtyard (jaba tengalt) a bale aBWg, a linear pavilion in

which the gods associated with the desa can assemble. In some cases a bale agwg

is contained in a separate pura, known as Pura Bale Agung or Pura Desa. Some

desa contain various other pura either attached to these main ones or located

separately.

The linear fonn is deterrnined in the flrst place by physical geography and

the material logics of tranqport and rice-farming but the preferred layout within this

form reflects nislaln geography, in this case the well-documented luja-ldod axis

between mountain and sea, upstream and down. The gods and their manifestation

in the form of life-giving water originate in the mountains and flow down through

the humanised landscape of fields and desa, nourishing and purifying as they go but

themselves becoming increasingly polluted in the process until they reach the sea in

which all impurities are absorbed and transformed and from which the water returns

invisibly to the mountains to begin againlr.

ro. For a richly evocative description of this landscape and the
constraints it exerts upon political forms see C.Geertz 1980:L9-241.

rr. Kaja (kaler) and kl.od refer to the directions toward the mountains
and sea respectively. Ttrey are cognate with paired terms throughout
Indonesia and represent a very fundamental form of pan-Southeast Asian spatio-
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Figure 5.5 Mountain and Sea

This scheme is replicated within the smaller landscape of the desa. ThePura

Puseh, associated with ancestral origins, the sources of water and in Indic theology

with Wisnu, is ideally located at the upstream end, while the cemetery and Pura

Dalem, associated with processes of transformation and dissolution of impurities, and

ritual orientation.
Translation of this polarity is problematic. While few would argue with

the orthodox dictionary (Dinas pendidikan 1993, Kersten L9g4) definiiions ofkaja as I'toward the mountainsrr and kLod as rrtoward the searr, a principle ofspatial organisation common throughout East Indonesia, their apptication tolocal conditions seems to vary.
Some (e9 Eiseman L988:3) suggest that kaja Ls toward Gunung Agung. This

is plainly incorrect for hundreds of villages oriented to Mounls Batu Karu,
Batur, Puncak Penulisan and for Balinese in Lombok, Rinjani. In my e:<perience
of_everyday usage of the term in the Ubud area it corresponds more closely topolar north and/or Mt Batur. More significantly it coriesponds to the loca11ie of the Iand, which slopes upward in this direction giving a distinct
directionality to loca1 spatial organisation.

My own feeling is that the concept is inherently flexible, relative and
above all local. This interpretation corresponds also with the parallel
u7u/teben axis which refers to the head/foot polarity especially in relation
to flowing water, such as rivers and irrigation systems in whiih case it istranslatable as upstream/downstream.

For further discussions see Hobart et aI (1986:99-100), Swellengrebel(1984:37-40).
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in Indic terms with Siva and/or his consort Durga, are ideally located at the

downstream end12. The fact that the downstream end of one dcsa (or ricefield or

houseyard) becomes the upstream end of the next draws our attention to another

aspect of Balinese nisl<ala geogrdphy: that nislwla landscape is relative rather than

absolute and that its forms repeat themselves both across the physical landscape and

concentrically, ever smaller/larger within each other (see also H. Geertz 1995:32).

In terms of nislaln landscape the luja-klod dynamic may be thought of as a

gradient, analogous to the physical one between mountain and sea. Down these

slopes water, both physical and qpiritual, flows and along them living beings move

through their lives and things can be arranged in terms of their attributes of relative

purity or closeness to the godst3. A secondary but rclated "gradient" runs across

this, with its fall following the movement of the sun from east to west. This

gradient is evident not in the desa plans above but in the internal organisation of
houseyards and pura where the ritually "highest" corner is mountain-eastward.

t'. understandings of pura dalem tend to be ambigruous. Usages of the
term dalelrt revolve around an important spatio-ritual concept linking
inner (most) -neEs with spiritual power (Errington 1983 :199, C.Geertz 1980 : 2Z4l .
In reference to a ruler it refers to his (sic) identification with such
spiritual power reflected in his physical location and representation at the
centre of a realm or mandaLa. The pura da7ut, according to a vague consensus
of local exegeses, is the place in which the dalem anong gods, Lord Siva (or
more specifically his consort Durga) is enthroned (beristana) and/or is the
innermost point of the niskaTa narrdala of the desa.

In the more pragmatic termg of loca1 customary law (awig-awig), there
are practical reasons for }ocating the pura puseh uphill of the settled area
embodied in injunctions against carrying a corpse past pura other than pura
dalem.

''. rn this sense it unifies, as do Reut,er's examples concerning mountain
bale agun!: of the way in which tree-trunks are oriented with their upper end
uplriLl (1996:155, 2OLl and the analogy of rhe bale agung with a liader up
which people climb as they grovr older (L996:145), what Hauser-Schaublin(1993:288) regards, in my view incorrect,ly, as two rrprinciples'r, aI'horizontaLtt one between mountain and sea and arrvertical" one by wnicn tfre
other can be ttemphasised or wariedrr. The reduction of spatio-ritual practice
to tshe working of rrprinciples" which take on a false concretenegs seems to me
to create more problems than it solves, not least of which is an inflexibility
in the face of endl-ess variatione and except,ions. The notion of niskalA
landscape on the other hand is inherently flexibJ.e and ahle to incorporate
both globaI patterns and locaI irregularities.
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Figure 5.6 Mslula gradients,

This system of global gradients, combined with localised high and low points

and axes enables us to make sense of the forms of houseyards, pura and the simple

hnear desa illustrated above. In a minority of desa however the bale agung is n
a sepante pura, located either adjacent the pura puseh or at a point more or less

midway along the kaja-klod uris of the dcsa.
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This system of three rather than twopura, although empirically quite clearly

the exception rather than the nrle in this, as well as other parts of Bali forrrs the

basis of the well-known ideology of Kahyangan Tiga (Three places of God)ta. This

concept, which first appeared in western discourse about Bali in the 1930s has since

become part of the official dogma of Bali-Hinduism propagated by Parisadar5.

According to this ideology, the Kahyangan Tiga system was introduced by Empu

Kuturan, one of a series of holy men from Java who brought piecemeal the elements

of which Balinese religion is constructed 16.

This gap between the ideal of desa form and the empirical forms of actual

desa, has not gone unnoticed (Ilauser-Schaublin (1995:4), Stuart-Fox 1987:31-2,

V/arren 1993:20,32) but it has received surprisingly little attention and even less

Stuart-Fox (1997:31) makes a similar point about the empirical rarity
of_ three separate pura in west Karangaaem where nthe generat iute is that ivillage has one pura puseh and at leist one pura dalerrt."

_ The widely accepted ideal echeme comprlses a trinity of temples, purapuseh, pura .desa/bate ??ng, pura da7qt. - Theee three ire convintioniffyassociated with, respectivety, upstream, centraL and downgtream locations iia desa and with the Indian deities wisnu, Brahna and Siwa/Durga. The idealrepresented by this scheme is however, not alwaysr not in practile. ft firstentered western discourse about Bali in 1935 (Goris j.950:bO_90) and has beenrecycled with varying degrees of (mis)understanding and dogmatism in aciaemic(a.Hobart et ar L99GzgL,L2'r,22gl ,. rocar 1s.9: suplrtha rgSg,ss) and popurar(e.9. Eisemann L992:249) publications ever Jince.
One of the more striking illuet,rat,ions of the confusion about, therel':tlonship between ritual and-space and the gap between ideis ana practi-Jto which r have referred is the fict that neitfie-r Balineee nor ttreir'r"iiig"interpreters (scholarly or otherwise_) q* aglee as to the proper relation;hi;;

!9!I..1_pura puseht putd. desa, and the gods wisnu and Brahma. (see eobnL977:Lo2, Lansing 1983:98, wiener 1995:391, stuart-Fox t9g7:30 vs. soebandiL98L:'16, Supartha L996:43, Wenten 1995:47-54, and most local orat versions)For further. ercpositions of this system see Goris (1984b: LOT\ , Hauser-schaubrin (L995:4), swerrengrebel (1994;43), warren (1995:L42) .

15. Parisada Hindu Dharma rndonesia, the official umbrella organisationof H-indu religion in Indonesia, abbreviated PHDr but generaliy-referred go
simply as Parisada. rt is not a Stovernment organis"tfott but its Btatus iEre_coginised by goverrunent and it serves as a kind of intermediary bltween 1ocaladat (customary practice) and the Department of Retigion.

16- Most literate Balinese will readily recite this orthodorcy which canbe found also in popular publications such is Ardhana (1992 226-27j, soebandi(1981:75), (1983:preface), Suasthawa (1987:33), Sugriwa (1993:+-d), and isreproduced, simprified yet further in books for schoof. children (pHDr L969:2oland tourists (Bruce 1986:303).
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attempts at explanation. What follows is my own rcview of the evidence and

provisional conclusions in the fonn of a hypothesis for future researchlT.

Consider the forms of so-called Bali-Aga desa:
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Figure 5.8 Bali-Aga village plans.

t7. For an al-ternative hlpotheeis favoured by
(1984:85-90) .
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What sets these apart from dcsa forms common around IJbud is that they are

more linear, more symmetrical and that, with the exception of Wangayugede, have

a bale agung located on the central axis near the centre of the space of the desa.

According to studies of Bali-aga communities the bale agwg (or balc tantang) is the

centre of the ritual and administrative life of the community and in cases where it
is located within a pura this is known as pura desa @euter 1996:145).

While there are pura dalem associated with cemeteries, we will find no katryangan

tigahere. The linear form of the bale agwg, its central location and its function as

the place of collective decision-making and worship are reminiscent of the men's

meeting-houses of other Southeast Asian societies (Goris 1984t19351:95, Warren

1993:142).

The relationship between these villages and those of the lowlands (dataran)

is the subject of ongoing debate (Geertz 1980:47, Lansing 19g3:ll3-115, warren
1993:18-19). There does not seem to me to be any evidence to conclusively rule out

the basic premise of commonsense sharpd by conventional Balinese mytho-history,

Figure 5.9 Old-style BaIe Agung
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Dutch coloniaVscholarly consensus (Swellengrebel 1984:16-35) and a number of
more recent scholars @euter 1996:4): that these re,present (at least parti$ survivals

of an older form predating the changes of the post-Majapahit era during which the

influence of purt came to dominate desa form, both social and physicaltE. Both the

linear form and the central bale agwg are very fundamental elements of the oldest

Balinese desa but l<ahyangan rtga are not. This is in accord with the mytho-history

according to which the institutions of desa and pura were brought to Bali before

lahyangan aga (Sugriwa 1993:2-5).

The linear desa of fig 5.8 have no such central bale agwg. Most have them

in modern attenuated form in an outer courtyard of their pura puseh.

Figure 5.10 New-style bale agung

Modern scholars are wary of reviving such claims whj-ch seem to me to
be implicit in their work. My argument here refers not to villages in their
entirety but to their spatial form for which I believe the arjument holds
true.
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If we look more closely however at the maps of these desa, in several of
them (inc. Bonjaka, Belong,Tangkup, Tatag) as well as many others not illustrated

(inc. Pakuseba, Kedisan, Kebon, Kenderan, petulu, Jungiungan, Ilngsiakan) the

present road turns to the east or west then uphill again thus avoiding the temple in
which the bak agung is located. In other words the bale agwrg is (mone or less) on

the original central axis defined less by the modern road than by the older centre-line

of the main row of houseyards. A variation of this pattern occurs in Bresela,

Margatengah, Pisangkaja and Talepud where the pura in which bak agwg arc

located, as in Taro, on the centre-lines of old roads which have been subsequently

bypassed.

tl
r1-rR Llrr^5

n
RJPA AI IT

DFSA MAKGA'I ENGAH

BRISELA

with Bale Agung on Contral Axis
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It would appear, and this is the fint part of my hypothesis, that these may be

old dcsa in which adat forms have undergone a transformation which includes the

introduction of the kalryangan tiga cnncept Physically this has taken the form of

the shrinking of the bale agwg and its combination with a pura pweh, which is

itself a development of simple shrines to deified founders of the desde. The

original forms have been further obscured by subsequent population growth and re-

alignment of roads to serve motor vehicles. What is the nature of this transformation

and how did it occur? We have little evidence apart from two indigenous theories,

one from the mountains, looking down, the other from the plains, looking up which

emphasise opposite and complementary aspects of the process.

Manikliyu is a bleak sprawling, treeless village on the western flank of Mt.

Batur which retains strong Bali-aga traditions @euter L996:19-2O). I went there to

make enquiries about a mysterious ritual axis which stretched up a ridge from a

village called Susut, near Payangan to Pura hrncak Penulisan, the highest temple on

the island @euter 1996). I was looking for an old priest (penwngh) who was

reputed to know all about it but he had died recently so I spoke with his son who had

inherited the position from him. He explained to me the difference between the

traditions of Manikliyu and those of Susut, allegedly originally a far downhill

branch of Manikliyu, in terms of a history of deculturation.

When Mayadanawa, the evil son of the mountain king Jayapangus' second wife, Dewi
Danu @atur), was exiled from the mountains he went doqm to tho plains and nade war
upon religion. Although ultimately defeated he succeeded in destroying many of the
traditions of lowland villages, leaving then with truncated vorsions of th eh ong;nal adat
which has been fully retained only in the mountains2o.

fe. whether the bale agtrtg were simply ehifted uphitl on-axis or whether
pura puseh were grafted onto existing bale agung ia not entirely clear.
According to Thomag Reuter (personal comnunication, L9971 shrines to
originating €rncestors are a feature of most Bali Aga desa but they are often
known by specific local n€rmes rather than the generic pura puseh, which he
suggests may also be part of the relatively recent Kahyangan Tiga ideology.
A minority of Bali Aga desa however have combined bal,e agang/pura puseh in
relat,ively central locations.

The Mayadanawa story is a well-known component of Balinese mytho-
history. what is unique in the pa'angku's version is his ercplicit use of it
to ocplain the differences between mountain and lowland adat.
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The other side to this story is the orthodox mytho-history of the progressive

civilisation and Hinduisation of Bali by successive migrations of great teachers and

their followers from Java. The last phase of this pnocess was the flight of the

priestly and political elite of the Hindu empire of Majapahit when it finally collapsed

in the fourteenth century. These became a new elite in Bali, initially centralised in

Gelgel but subsequently dividing and establishing ever-smaller puri across the

landscape and imposing their Javanised and puri-centric version of Ilindu culture

upon the populations they dominated2t.

In whatever combination we choose to find a balance between these visions

of history they both support the hypothesis (and to my knowledge no-one has come

up with a better one) that present cultural forms are the result of a process which

combines loss of old forms and introduction of new ones, a process of replacement

and/or transformation. The active agent in the introduction of new forms was post-

Majapahit puri and it is to their influence on desa form that we now turn.

"Royal Centres'r and the geometry of the mandala.

The villages we have been discussing diqplay a mnge of variants, from

Margatengah and Taro, in which predominantly Bati-aga traditions and forms have

been retained with the addition of physical or organisational elements of Majapahit

origin, through several intermediate forms to Gentong, Kedisan, Kenderan, Petulu

in which puri have been established and the only trace of traditions (qpatial or

otherwise) common to Bali-aga is the linear form. All of these desa contain puri

which are, without exception, located more or less centrally in the space of the desa.

theory as
Lansing (1983:15-50) offers an int,eresting
to the process by which Majapahit cultural
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It has been argued (most cogently by Geertz 1981 and Schulte-Nordholt

I99lb:41) that post-Majapahit Balinese kingship took the form of a royal politico-

religious cult which utilised certain ideological devices of Indic origrn including the

spatial symbolism of a magico-political centren. According to this view, puri
sought to establish themselves at the physical centres of new or existing settlements.

A royal centre comprised, according to Schulte-Nordholt (1991b:141-148) certain

essential elements, disposed symmetrically around a central crossroads.

o
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q[-
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Figure 5.13 Royal Centro Plans

notion was fust introduced (pre-MajapahiD by Singasari
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Hauser-Schaublin suggests that this arrangement was made in accordance with

a mandaln-ltke "rose of the winds", well-known in contemporary Balinese

iconography and often referred to as a basic element of spatial organisation

(1993:28$. In my opinion it is actually a relatively recent device, of Indic origrn

and used for ordering elements of Indic theology and symbolismts. What evidence

we have of the early (pre-1000 A.D.) Balinese kingdoms around Kintamani and

Pejeng indicates the presence of Indian language, religion and political ideas at this

time but not of their manifestation in the form of centnclmondala spatial planning.

The archaeological evidence of qpatial organisation of these kingdoms emphasises

more the linear l<aja/klod axis up river valleys to the mountains @ernet Kempers

1991, Hobart et al 1996:25). It seems likely that crossroads were chosen by the

immigrant Majapahit nrlers not because of any existing loqlmandala geomancy but

to appropriate their existing stahrs as points of magical power, local peaks in the

nislala landscape. It was these new Majapahit rulers who brcught, from Ehst Java,

the ideas of nwdaln-centrism and grafted them onto an existing linear laja/Hod

system.

The ideal centre-crossroads form may be found only in a few desa such as

Ubud, Tegallalang and Payangan which became the centres of signifrcant puri and

it is clear from Schulte-Nordholt's account of the establishment of the "rcyal centre"

in Blahkiuh that this was a deliberate potitical strategy of a puri on the rise. In the

case of mtnot pui, such as Gentong, Petulu, Kebon, Kenderan, Kedisan, this fully-

blown form never developed beyond the insertion of puri at a central point on an

exlsting linear uris. I have found no evidence as to their forms before thefi purt

were established in the late eighteenth century, but it is reasonable to qpeculate that

they were either complete desa of more or less Bali-aga form or merely banjar

tt. Forotheraccounts of tbemandala of directions seeGrader(1984:170), Swellengrebel(1984:46-
5l). Stuart-Fox (1987:75) argues that 'number-based classification systems seem also to constitute the
structure of autochthonous Balinese thought" but offers no evidence to support this. It is my impression
that, at least when spatialised in the form of mandala they often stand ia contradiction with the indigenous
lcaja-kJod orientation. It is the specific local resolution of this contradiction which is one of the sources
of the seemingly infinite local variations of spatial organisation.
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(hamlets) lacking their own council of elden and balc agwg, or sharing those of
more complete desaa.

In the case of desa of Bali-aga form, the new puri would have replaced the

council of elders as the political head/centre of the desa and its central location

suggests that it also physically replaced the bale agung in this location. The bale

agung was relocated, in an architecturally reduced form no longer serving as a

physical meeting house and place of decision-making but as a symbolic meeting

house of the ancestral gods of the desa, in their place, the pura pweh. In the case

of dependent baniar there would have been no bale agung to replace in the central

location and if/when one was built it would by this time naturally have been in

attenuated post-Majapahit form and located in the pura puself. In either case a

bale baniar, usually located more or less centrally has taken over the more secular

function of routine community meetings (Warren 1993:163).

This leaves the problem of the return of the bale agung to the centre of the

ideal desa as a component of the pura desa but in fact in surprisingly few empirical

desa- One of the elements of a "royal centre" was a pura of some kind, symbolising

the nisl<ala as well as selala occupation of the space by the ruler. pura perntaran

and Meraian Agung are commonly royal pura of this kind but they are associated

with the ancestral gods of the puri itself. By establishing a main, central pura dcsa,

including a bale agung as part of the "royd centre", the ancestral gods of the dcsa

24. Reuter (1995 ,1996) describes the ritual alliance of junior and parent desa to form groups known
as banua. A rudimentary or residual form of bantn exists in a group of desa with no otler visible Bali-
aga characteristics in the upper Wos valley near Payangan and thore is some evidence of similal. glqupings
in the Kedisan/Kebon area.

Pura puseh are generally recognised to be associated with the deified ancostors of ttle desa
concenred (Warren L993:I42). It has been suggested (by Boon 1977.lC/', Grader 1960b and
Swellengrebel 1960:56) that they often began in fact 

^s 
pura dadia of founding descent groups and by

Covamrbias (1994:63) that they developed from tho shrines of banjar which later became nrUy-noaged
desa (nd to which he referred mistakenly as pemal<saan). Reuter's description of a "prototype of a
village in its infancy" (1996:22O), a transitional form between a single kin-group hamlet and a minim4l
desa, contains an ancestral shrine at the uphill end, which presumably would in time become the pura
puseh.
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were symbolically brought back "under the umbrella" of the purt, the unty of desa

and puri identified at a nislaln level by their sharing of the physical centre26.

Ihe Archaeology of Nislcala Engineering.

Irvi-Strauss (1975:56) points out that landscape may be seen as the surface

manifestation of a hidden geological order. I-ansing (1991) however reminds us that

the landscape of Bali is an "engineered" rather than natural one and this is as true

of its niskala dimensions as its physical ones. What I refer to here as nisl<ala

landscape is the result of cultural rather than geological processes and archaeology

is therefore perhaps a more appropriate metaphorical mode than geology in which

to visualise its "engineering" in several "layers".

The nislwln landscape of the desa, and indeed of Bali, may thus be seen as

older layers, reflected in local villags beliefs and practices, of what I have referred

to as "gradients" and local peaks and troughs "overliaid" with more recent ones,

reflected in royal and more recently Parisada interpretations of Indic theology,

including institutions such as Kahyangan Tiga and the concqrt of cnntrelmandnln as

another kind of high point in the landscape. The dynamics of these features do not

always work together in a consistent direction and the forms of any local landscape

are the result of their combination in specific ways. With this in mind we can turn

now to the specific nisl<ala landscape of Ubud as it appears through a map of its

most visible markers, pura.

Umbrellas (payung) are much used in Balinese ritual and have a symbolic function of
sheltering/protection, one of the supposed roles of pui in relation to their local communities, a relationship
often described using the imagery of an umbrella.
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Tlne Niskala landscape of Ubud.

In a landscape dotted with hundreds of nearly identical tenples it is not a simplo maffer
to work out thoir historios and purposes.

0 enrilg 1991:3)

The empirical qpatial organisation of Ubud appears at first considerably morc

complex and chaotic than the tpical desa described above. It qpans sevexal

ridge/gorge systems which arc linked by an east-west road. It also has a centrc

defined by a complex of elements located at the junction of this east-west road with
a road ntnning uphill. The visible landmarts of this niskala landscape are many and

are scattered apparently randomly. The following map shows the main pubtic

markers of this landscape:
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Key to Fig 5.14
P=Pura

l. P. Gunung Lobah
2. Cematsry/Ivlrajapati lJbud

3. P. Dalem Ubud
4. P. Saraswati

5. P. Desa Ubud/P.JatilP.Sakensn
6. P. Pusoh Ubud
7. P. Batu Karu

E. P. Morajan/B*u(r) Sari
9. Merajan Agung

10. Puri Saren lJbud
11. Ubud Market/P. Molanring

12. P. Dalem Padangtogal
13. P. Dugul/P. Buda Manis/P. Tongah Segara

14. P. Puseh/Bale Agung Taman Kaja
15. P. Taman Sari

16. P. Dalom 41ii feman Klod
17. P. Dalem Taman Kaja

18. P. Dalom Alit
19. P. Penataran Keloncing

20. P. Panti
22. Metajan Agung Padangtegd

23. Puri Padangtogal
24. P. Padangkerta

25. P. Puseh/Bale Agung Padangtegal
26. P. TamanSari
27. P. Binginambe

2 8. Cemotery/IVlrajapati Kutoh
29. P. Dalem Kutoh

30. P. Dalem Alit Kutoh
31. P. Desa Kutoh
32. P. Gunung Sari

33. P. Dalom Puri/Ivlrajapati/Cometory
34. P. Belong
35. P. Batur

36. Puri/IV1erajan Agung Peliaran
37. Peliatan Market/P. Melanting

38. P. Puseb/Desa Poliatan
39. P. Dalem/Cemetory Peliatan

40. P. Dukuh Siladri

The bewildering complexity of this forest of pura can be reduced somewhat

by realising that it in fact consists of several sub-landscapes bounded physically by

river gorges and correqponding to the dcsa adat of Ubud, Peliatan, padangtegal,

Taman Klod, Taman Kaja, Kutoh. The last two are linear in form, the fint three

involve royal centres and additional complications and the middle two are highty
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idiosyncratic, but all have more or less distinct territories and nearly one quarter of

the pura in this map are the Kah Tiga of these desa.

Figure 5.15 Map of Ubud Desa Adat

Several more are qpecific to the gods associated with agricultural production,

irrigation (Pura Gunung I€bah, Gunung Sad), commercial exchange (hra
Melanting) and local branches of wider descent groups (Pura Panti, Padangkerta),

including that of the puri (Merajan Agung). Others (Pura Gunung L€bah, Taman

Sari, Binginambe) commemorate the sites of divine g1fts (anugeral) rwnived by

mythical sages and historical kings, proof of their status as points of concentrated

nislala energies.

Others again are pura pasimpangan, which means, literally "visiting-places"

for deities whose primary places are important pura remote from lJbud, associated

with mountains, sea and other focal points in the nisknla landscape of the whole

island. The development of pura pasimpangan is said to have begun in the days

when travel to such pura was physically dfficult by virtue of distance and terrain

and made more so by having to cross the territory of sometimes hostile kingdoms.
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Iocal nrlers constructed pura conceived as replicas or outstations (people often used

analogies with the technologies of photocopying and telephoning to explain the

functioning of pura pasimpangan to me) at which the deities of thew pura could visit

and local people could make offerings to them2?.

SAKENEN

Figure 5.16 Map: The Pura PasimFangan of Ubud

tt. M*y morc pura are in a sense pasimpangan of originalpnra slsewhere. Descent $orlp (dadia)
temples are in most casos local braoches of an original temple somowhoro slso. Thoro is also a theory to
the effect that all the Kahyangan Tiga of Bali are local roplicas of the main templos in Bali of the three
great Indic Gods, Wisnu @ura Puseh/Batur), Siva @ura Dalen/Sosakih), Brahma @ura Bale
Agung/Andakasa). The map here shows only those in which their role paslmpangan is predominant. On
pura pashnpangan seo also Boon (1997:102), H.& c. Geefiz (1975:13), Goris (1984b:106).

I

I
I
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The Changing Scale and Quality of Space

This local theory of the historical origins of pura pasimpangan draws

attention to the scale of Balinese qpace and changes in perception of qpace. C.Geertz

describes the South Balinese landscape as "Lilliputian in scale" (1980a:19) and the

great kingdoms of precolonial Bali were by any comparative measure "tiny quasi-

autonomous principalities, whose nrlers add new shades of diminution to the term

princekng" (I^ansing I99l:7). Although Balinese were, prior to the introduction of
motorbikes, prodigious pedestrians (Covamrbias 1994: l2), thek travels tended to be

limited, by cultural disinclination to qpending the night in strange places and the need

to attend daily to household deities, to distances which could be covered in a return

day trip. A common theme in village folk-tales is of the traveller hurrying home but

caught at nightfall in a strange village and exposed to all manner of unknown

dangers. Most Balinese of the pre-motorised era were therefore familiar only with

an area some twenty kilometres in radius and most of this within an up-down hill

strip between river gorges.

Even the accounts of foreigners such as Colin McPhee in the 1930s,

reproduce local perceptions of distance, such as that of Denpasar dwellers that the

LIbud/Sayan area is a remote mountain district when it is in fact a mere twentSr

kilometres or so away and of an old man who would descend from the mountains to

McPhee's house in Sayan, all the way from Payangan, about seven kilometres away.

McPhee (1947:191) refers to it as "ten miles", but later, referring to local

perceptions of distance (to a different village) "...far way to the east.... How far?

Oh, at least ten miles...." (1947:103). Diana Darling's (L992) retelling of the old

Balinese story of Siladri's journey from his home on the plains in search of a

spiritual teacher in the mountains evokes the sense not only of distance but of the

unfamiliarity and danger involved in a journey that is now accomplished by

motorbike in half an hour. Old perceptions of landscape are not only limited in scale

but qualitatively rich in information about variation in the landscape.
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The explanation commonly given for the existence of pura pasimpangan

stresses the obstacles of distance and political and military hostility to cross-country

travel. In fact the dangers equally feared were those still apparent when a person

steps outside their houseyard at night in Ubud: the invisible minefields of the nistaln

landscape. The jalan malnm referred to above form a network across the whole

landscape and while some of the dangerous qpots, such as ravines and cemeteries,

are obvious to anyone, other more localised nodes of concentrated power are not

necessarily so to strangers. This sense of the dangers of the distant is reflected also

in the ritual attendant upon spatial transitions: entries to houses and temples and

border crossings and trade (see Ch.8). The landscape described to me by anyone old

enough to remember the days before motorised transport, electric lighting and mass

communications was one as richly variegated and deeply sculpted n a nislala sense

as it clearly is in a seknln one: a dense pattern of fields and forests, hills and rivers,

villages, cemeteries and temples, all places with their own distinctive physical, social

and magical qualities.

One of the first priorities of the Dutch administration was to achieve physical

mastery over the landscape by being able to travel at will over it. They achieved

this in the up/downhill dimension by widening and paving existing paths and in the

lateral dimension by bridging ravines at strategic points. It is no accident that road

and bridge-building featured prominently in the coryee labour requirements of the

colonial regime. This together with the removal of the politico/military obstacles to

inter-kingdom travel was the first step in altering the sense of distance. The

economic and political chaos of the Japanese invasion, the independence struggle and

the post-war years caused new kinds of dislocation and mobility for many people,

especially young men as well as a new sense of spatial identity as members of a
nation, rather than a village and kingdom.

It was the introduction of new technologies since the 1970s however which

have most dramatically changed the qualitative as well as the quantitative prcperties

of the landscape. Small Japanese motorbikes began appearing in the 1970s and by

the mid-1980s the prosperity from tourism enabled many people to purchase them.
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ln 1979 electricity was supplied to lJbud and the first street lights were installed.

Battery-powered torches became more powerfi,rl, reliable and readily available.

Visits to distant temples became possible within a day and returning from a
ceremony or performance at night was no longer so frightening.

The introduction of television in the 1980s and the liberalisation of
programming in the 1990s has introduced to most Balinese notions of landscape and

distance much vaster than their own and of forms of physical and psychic violence

before which the tales of their grandparents pale in comparison. In fact the mental

landscapes of young people iue now less the local ones drawn in their imaginations

by their elders but global ones in which local landmarks feature less prominently.

Finally the physical transformation of the landscape through clearing of forest,

conversion of agricultural land and construction of roads and buildings is dwarfing

and in many cases [terally obliterating many of the markers by which the nisknla

landscape was once known to people. People give directions to strangers by

reference to major hotels, petrol stations and stores rather than temples, palaces or

waringan trees and young people stare at me blankly when I ask them wherre a battle

took place or a magical event occurred.

Pattems across the nisknla landscape of Bali.

"It's like this 'Dita,' she said, drawing with her finger in the palm of her hand. "The
world is like a circle. Here in the centre is Bali. Then around Bali is Java. People
from Java look like normal human boings. Then all around outside is Holland.... "
(Darling L992t96\

There are four gates to Bali, the real Bali: Batur in the north, Batu Karu in the west,
Ulu Watu in tho south, Lompuyang in the East. Everything outside this is faded
(lunnr), wiped out (putuh). This was told to me in the old &ys by the old
people. (Gusti Made Sumung)

Just as the relationship between mountain and sea is replicated locally at the

scales of desa, pura and houseyard, the nislaln landscape of the whole island can

be replicated at any such local scale. Iocal rulers did this at the level of thetr puri
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(Geertz 1980:109-117, Hauser-Schaublin 1993:287-291), their home desa (Schulte-

Nordholt 1991b: l4l-L45) and their kingdom (1988b), locating themselves in each

case in the central position. By this means they symbolically identified themselves

not only with the various local mandnlu of spiritual power but with that of the whole

island and beyond (Lansing l99l:73) ultimately to include the whole cosmos

(C.Geertz 1980:13,107-116,227-228). Thrs mandala is conceived in a number of

forms emphasising the hierarchical relations between puraand kingdoms in different

ways and at different levels of numerical opposition.

Figure 5.17 Mandala diagrams.

The complex of pura known as Besakih is widely recognised as the peak of

this hierarchy, located physically on the slopes of Mount Agung and associated

spiritually with the god of this, the physically/ritually highest mountain in the island

and, according to royal mythology with the court of Klungkungx. It forms the

peak/centre of most subsequent mildala and a binary pair with the

puralmovntair/lakeof Batur (Iansing l99l:74,Reuter t996:92, Stuart-Fox 1997:77-

80).

". Therearecontestingideologies,especiallyamongmountain-dwellersadheringtoBali-agatraditions
which place Puncak Penulisan at the centre @euter 1996:54).
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Frgure 5.19 Pura Besakih
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The local nislwla tandscape of Ubud is thus linked, through these motdaln andpura

pasimpangan to the grcater one of the whole isliand, which may in turn be seen as

a microcosm of the yet greater landscape of Indic cosmology.

It is clearly time to bring our discussion of the nislwh landscape back to its

empirical moorings to the landmarks which articulate it with ordinary qpace, the

"beautiful stnrctures of stone and timber" which adorn the landscape of Ubud. If we

turn our attention from the way these pura are represented in local thought to what

people do in them, different patterns of qpatial order emerge.

Linkage

Village temples in Bali aro linked together in a given area by hereditary ties or becauso

of allegiance to a princely house or to that of a Brahmana high priest. Thus to tho hoad

tenple on the day of its yearly festival will come the members and the priosts from a
number of tributary temples round about, bearing their gods in procession, accompanied
by their gamelan orchestras, with spears and bannors and all ceromonial regalia, and

bringing also the Barong and tle Rangda. @elo 1949:zS0)

alrc pura at which Belo made her meticulously detailed documentation of a

temple festival n 1937 was near her house at Sayan, a few kilometres west of Ubud.

Her assistant in this work was a "charming young man" I Gusti Made Sumung from

Ilbud whom she had met while staying previously at the house of her friend Walter

Spies, just across the river from Pura Gunung I-ebah at Campuan, Ubud. It was this

temple which Gusti Sumung, sixty years on (and no less charming), advised me to

study if I wanted to learn about tlbud and the paragraph quoted above could well

have been about Pura Gunung Irbah.

Gunung Ifbah means literally "low mountain", "below the mountain" or "the

mountain below". It is held in local opinion to be especially sacred but it does not

fit unambiguously into any conventional scheme of local temples. It is specific

neither to village (desa) nor to any group clearly defined by descent or functional

affiliation. The ayahan (obligatory ritual labour) is performed by the group of subak
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(farmer's irrigation co-operatives) around Ubud and the people of Banjar Kebon2e,

working on behalf of Puri Ubud. Its major shrines (pelinggih) are tvto meru

(pagoda-like towers), a 7-tiered one for Bhatari Gunung I-ebah (the local resident

deity) and a S-tiered one for Bhatari Sri Batur (the goddess of MVIake Batur).

At the beginning of the ceremony processions arrive from Ubud and from a

circle of villages, approximately centred on the temple. These people come to bring

thet barong (gods in the form of large animal-puppets) and other sacred objects

most of which were either made, donated by, or in some other way connected to the

puri. In explaining their relationship with the temple they refer also to a holy man

known as Rsi Markandeya who frst established the sacredness of this spot where the

two arms of the river Wos meet (Campuan) and moved upstream along the Wos

valley establishing temples as far as the village of Taro.

Figure 5.21 Procession with barong

3. A pseudonym for a particular banjar (neighbourhood community) of Ubud which has a long
tradition of service to the pui.
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Figve 5.22 Pura Gunung Lebah Linkagos

Pura Gunung kbah thus has a range of associations and meanings,

constituted in different ways: it is (a) the pura mascert (regional irrigation temple)

t
Sea
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for a group of subak, (b) a royal temple of the puri, (c) associated with a group of

villages, including Ubud, and their barong, (d) with the travels of Rsi Markandeya,

(e) with the V[os Valley as far as Taro and is frnally (f) a visiting-place

(pasimpangan) for the goddess of Mt/Lake Batur. These connections are articulated

through the temple but are not organised around a single consistent set of ideas.

They are constituted in different ways: through more or less defined groups of
people, through the static forrn of land and the dynamic of flowing water, and

through hazrly remembered mythologies and the visits of gods.

Trans-village Organisation in The Anthropological Record.

The form of Balinese settlements and the appropriate mode of conceptualising

them has b@n, not surprisingly, a major theme in the anthropology of Bali. While

the Dutch scholarly/colonial orthodoxy discussed above, that "the village forms a

closed, self-contained unit... " has long since fallen from favour, subsequent

ethnographers (e.g. Covamrbias 1973, Gwrtz L959, Guermonprcz 1990, Hobart

1979, Schulte-Nordholt 1991, Schaarman 1986, Swellengrebel 1960, Warren 1991),

have tended to take for granted the village/community as the natural unit of analysis.

This focus on the villagsT.tmmunity (and other named institutions) has been at the

expense of modes of organisation beyond and betrueen these institutions. While such

extra-village organisation has not been the subject of systematic study, its existence

is nevertheless evident in the literature.

It is clear from the example of hrra Gunung I-ebah and from Belo's

description quoted above that links between pura occvr in a number of ways. Other

observers have touched upon various aspects of these:

1. The seasonal (eqpecially post-Galungan) migrations of barong and

performing arts troupes between villages and temples (Lansing 1983, Mead 1970).

2. The formation of links between villages through temples (Bateson 1970,

Boon 1977:l00).
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3. Groups of "mother-daughter" villages in the East Karangasem and

Batur/Kintamani areas (Boon 1977:lM-105, Covarnrbias 1973 [1935]:5g, Goris

1969 : lO7 -108, I 984 [1 935] :96, Stuart-Fox 1987 :64).

4. Royal patronage of local temples, and systems of "state" temples, at

central, mountain and seaward extremities of kingdoms (Grader 1960).

5. The travels of Rsi Markandeya (Ilowe 1980:13, Stuart-Fox I987:64f0.

6. A further mode of inter-village organisation, not discussed here, is that of
market networks (Ilobart 1979 :69-7 4).

7. Links between pura pasimpangan (see above).

Deqpite such widespread recognition of aqpects of regional linkages between

institutions, the extra-villags modes of organisation implied by them have not been

systematically explored, at least until very recently3l. Thomas Reuter, whose

research in the mountains above Ubud was conducted concurrently with mine,

criticises the notion of the self-contained Bali-aga desa and demonstrates

convincingly that they are systematically linked into ritual groups known as banua

(1995,1996). The set of linkages around Pura Gunung kbah differs from these

primarily in being less clearly defined (not even having a name) and constituted by
an amorphous combination of factors.

Schulte-Nordholt (1988a,b,l99la,b.) picks up Grader's (1960) idea of ,'state

temples" along a mountain-sea axis in his discussion of the political history of
Mengwi, almost developing in the process an embryonc nistalapolitical geography

organised around the mountain-centre-sea axis and an Indic centre-satellite model.

His analysis however is centred upon the kingdom rather than local ritual practices.

Stuart-Fox, although concernod primarity with Markandoya's role in the founding of Besakih,
refors to his activities around Taro and notes that "there is a fruitful study to be done in this region"
(1987:notes to p.302).

tt. The reasolur for this are unclear but I think tle criticisms raised in tho "vill4ge studies debate,,,
of the whole notion of "the village" as an autonomous, self-contained unit, are relevant. (e.g. Breman
1988, KemP 1988). The works quoted above were in most cases conducted at least implicitly within the
prevailing "village studies' paradigrn, influenced in the oarlior cases by Durch colonial beliofs about villags
autonomy' and more recently because the intellectual effort involvod in grasping the bewildering diversity
and complexity of named institutions and practicos tonds to blind the obsorver to the possiblo existenco of
yet other, namoless forms of organisation.
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The most systematic attempt to incorporate regional modes of organisation

into a comprehensive theory of Balinese society is Stephen Iansing's work on

temples (pura). In the most recent phase of this, on "water temples", he argues that

Balinese irrigation is organised by temples which, although they 'do not define

themselves as branches of a wider system" are in fact linked into hierarchical

systems along watersheds in a way which parallels cosmological notions about the

flow of holy water. (1991:59, clf Schulte-Nordholt 199l:155-158) and suggests that

". . .the proper level of analysis is not the individual temple or subak but the system

of temples along a river." (1991:59). In an earlier work he suggests that all temples

form systematic networks and that these " . . . rather than the 'political' structure of the

courts...provided the institutional structure for Balinese civilisation." (1983:73) It
is, he argues, temples which organise the "...other major institutions of court

politics, kinship and village affairs." (1983:65) rather than vice-versa.

This argument has significant implications both for Batinese studies and for

anthropological method in general. If Lansing is correct, neither the commonsense

categories of international (i.e. trans-Atlantic) social science (village, temple etc) nor

the linguistically coded categories of "local knowledge" (desa, pura, subak etc.) are

reliable indices of what is actually going on: real order lies at another level of
analysis. This is found however not by further abstraction away from the empirical

data to underlying structures (whether of Radcliffe-Brownian, Irvi-Straussian or

Manrist variety) but hidden within the empirical data: a mode of organisation

indigenous but not consciously known to most Balinese and not readily visible to

social science.

Somewhat bemused by the lack of attention to these phenomena despite their

apparent prevalence, ffid intrigued by the ideas of Reuter, Schulte-Nordholt and

especially Iansing, I set out to survey first the villages connected to Pura Gunung
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I-€bah, then others around Ubud and eventually all the way up the Wos vallet't.

The results of this survey confirm the existence of what may be described as a

network of villages and temples within a more or less defined region. Such a

network, should we choose to pursue this metaphor:

mighl fs a series of ancestor temples or meroly different sorts of local tonples whose

mystic connoctions are described in legends or in roligious documents stored in tho

temples. (Boon 1977:l0O)

In this case it appears to consist not of a single grid but of several imperfectly

overlapping "layers" constituted by topography, hydrology, irrigation, mythology,

history, barong migrations, ild temple connections. The sections to follow

summarise the results in terms of these layen.

Ihe Wos Valley: Landscape.

Pura Gunung I-ebah sits on the lower end of a bukit (ridge), high above the

point known as Campuan where the two upper arms of the River Wos meet and

mingle before flowing across the plains to the sea below Sukawati. This narrow

ridge, never more than a couple of kilometres across, nrns uphill, between two

ravines in which flow the east and west arms of the Wos, until it flattens out onto

the plateau flanking the crater of Gunung Batur. These xavines are precipitously

steep and forested and even today constihrte a formidable obstacle to east-west travel.

On either side of this double valley run the parallel ridge rcads through the major

villages and court centres of Tegallalang-Pujung and Kedewatan-Payangan.

". This survey was carried out by simply going from village to village, usually alono, initially on foot
and later by motor-bike, asking the first people I met about the village, its tenples and barong and its
history and subsequently being directed to the official leaders and people thought to know about such

matters. This proved to be a romarkably effective (not to mention enjoyable) way of learning not only
about villages but about links between them. Subsequently rehrrn trips to many of these villages, ofton
in the company of Ubud people on ritual occasions, zupplenented and clarified my findings. I also made

a point of following or onquiring about any procossions, migratory barong, or truckloads of villagers in
ritual attire I happened to see or hear about.
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Along the central ridge are a string of villages: Bangkiangsidem, Sebali,

Kelusa, Keliki, Yehtengah, Bresela, Tatag, Taro and a few others virtually onto the

plateau. The road along the bukit connecting these villages begins as a watking track

at Campuan and even the paved section uphill of Keliki is (in 1996) nanrow and in
poor condition, but the gradient is gentle and easily traversed. The distances

between villages are generally no more than a kilometre, the intermediate sa,vah

(irrigated ricefields) is traditionally worked by families of both, or even other

villages, and there are few obstacles to up-down-bukit travel. Irrigation and sawah

ownership tend to cross village boundaries and collective maintenance and

management of the irrigation system necessitates a degree of co-operation between

up-downstream neighbours.

Figure 5.23 Bukit Gunung lrbah
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Figure 5.24 Map- Bukit Gunung Lrbah.
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This physical geography confonns nicely to the classic South Balinese pattern

described with characteristic eloquence by C. Geertz. (L980:22). The aspects of

nislula landscape emphasised by this form are the linear laja-lclod axis along the up-

downhill strips and the separation between the strips of humanised qpace by

dangerous river gorges and forest (alas). The humanised world within the strips is

funher differentiated into places of differing purpose and purity: wet and dry fields,

desa, wrd above all pura. These places are themselves organised intemally in terms

of the lcaja-klod axjs.

Ihe Wos Valley: Irrigation.

Balinese irrigation is entirely gravity-fed and flows, like the rivers, steadily

down from mountain lakes and qprings, across the coastal plains to the sea. Because

of the extraordinary depth of the river gorges water needs to be channelled from

sources far upstream of the fields it is ultimately to irrigate and it can be practicably

channelled only within the relatively narrow valley of the river from which it

originates. This basic hydrological form configures irrigation into a set of long,

narrow systems which depend for their working on a high degree of co-operation

between upstreiam and downstream users of the system33.

Within the Wos Valley, the ricefields along the central ridge from

Bankiangsidem to above Taro are irrigated directly from dams on the two inner arms

of the Wos3a. Although these subak are within the area associated in various ways

with ttrra Gunung Lebah, they do not relate to it as thetr pura mascetfs. Some

". For detailed descriptions of this syslem se.e I-ansing (1991), Liefrinck (1969) and Pitana (1993).

In 1938 the upstream limit of sawqh rn the Wos watershed was around Taro but since then,
mostly in the last couple of decades, three new dams and subak havo been doveloped for a fow kilometres
further upstream. I-aosing (1987:336) doscribes tho foundation of one such subak n 1983.

I-ansing (1991:53-55)) suggests th* pura masceti are generally located either at the upstream or
downstream ends of a (group of) srbak but this logic does not apply here nor in several other cases in this
region.
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have no pura nuwcea but make offerings direcfly to Pura Batuf6. Others are

served by small pura nwscen at Bresela and Keliki.

To the east of the valley the adjacent ridge runs very close to the river and

there is only one subak on this side upstream of the Langkih dam, whose subak are

served by the masceti at Tegallalang, then the Ubud dam near Keliki which serves

a group of subak immediately north of LJbud but east of the Wos. It is this group

which forms the primary pemalcsaan (the group responsible for) Pura Gunung If,bah

in its role as a pura masceti. To the west, between multiple upper branches of the

river are several other subak which are connected to the pura rnasceti at Payangan.

Other masceti at Peliatan, Tegallalang, and elsewhere serve groupsof subak drawing

water from the Petanu to the east and the Ayung to the west.

'0. Referrncu here to Pura Batur is to a large temple, known also as Pura Ulun Danu Batur which was
relocated to the crater rim in the 1920s to replace the one buriod under lava. There is another temple of
the latter name by the lake at Songan and the relative statuses of the two is the subject of considerable
controversy. (see l,ansing 1991) I use the name Pura Batur here for convenience rather than to locate
myself within the debate.

Figure 5.25 Ubud dam
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Pura Gunung l-ebah is thus associated, as pura masceti, with a qpecific area

of irrigated land but this is physically located outside the bukit. It does however

draw its water from various points on the Wos upstrean of the temple. \\e subak

located within the bukit and drawing their water from the inner arms of the river are,

on the other hand, not associated with this temple in this way. In other words the

area served by Pura Gunung I€bah in its function as an irrigation temple does not

coincide with the area with which it is connected in other ways.

Rsi lMarkandeya.

Part of the indisputablo reality behind outsidor's impressions of Bali's profound

religiosity concerns the wodding of lore and topog;raphy @oon 1997:112)

Amongst the procession of great holy men, bear€rs of culture and religion

from Java and beyond, who dominate'early Balinese mytho/history, there is no

mention (in English at least) of Markandeya until Howe (1980). He appears in old

Indian (Pargiter 1969) and, according to Stuart-Fox (1987:303) in old Javanese texts

but has become widely known in Bali only in recent times3?. In recent years a

series of published versions of the story have appeared (anon. n.d. Parisada 1969,

Ginarsa 1979,103, Soebandi 1981, Surpha 1993, Ubud 1983, Taro 1988, Supartha

1996) as well as passing references (Suasthawa 1987, Sugriwa 1993). Several of

these authors refer to a "Irntar Markandeya Purana" but Stuart-Fox was "after years

of searching" (1987:303) unable to locate any such original manuscript. One equally

3t. Markandeya is known in India as an itinerant holy man and there are places marking points on his

travels all over India. Tho Markandeya Purana (Pargiter 1969), composed in several stages during the

first millennium A.D. tells nothing of this howevor, its seven hundred pages being filled with the

discourses of Markandeya, some of them deliverod on his bohalf by four learned birds while he is engaged

in performance of ritual, on a comprehensive range of topics including lifo, doath and action, political'
religious and social instruction, creation, geography and the majesty of the sun.

According to Gusti Made Sumung the Markandeyastory has been around at least sinco the 1920s

and Roelof Goris knew it well (despite making no montion of it in his writings on Besakih [Stuart-Fox
1987:3031) and related it to Wdter Spies to assist him in his decision to build his house at Campuan.
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elusive is said also to exist in the possession of Puri Llbud and it is this which is

commonly cited as the source of the local versionstt.

Throughout the Wos valley the story is trundled out routinely to explain the

foundation of local villages and temples. The details vary disconcertingly, and

village people frequently referred me (eqpecially when I pointed this out) to the puri

or to published versions for the "complete" or "correct" story. In its simplest oral

form it states merely that Rsi Markandeya was a holy man from Java who travelled

up and/or down the Wos valley between Campuan and Taro founding temples and

villags5 (usually those of the story-teller) on his wat''.

In more elaborated versions he comes, at a time before Bali was inhabited by

humans, and was not yet separated from Java, with followers, usually eight hundred

or eight thousand (and in one eccentric version exactly 1864). At a certain place

they begin to cut forest to establish a settlement. The nislaln inhabitants of the place

take offence at this and cause them to be afflicted with sickness and eaten by wild

animals. Many die and the survivors, usually four thousand or four hundred (but

only six in the eccentric version), return, sick and demoralised, to Gunung Raung

3t. Although frequently quoted from by one membor of the puri, this lontar is not available for public
inspection and I have yet to meet anyone else who has actually seen it. There are stories throughout Bali
of texts which are not visible to the ordinary human eyo and when I glggested to another member of the
puri thal this might be ono such text he did not deign to reply but merely smiled enigmatically.

I have in my possossion copies of three unpublished manuscripts. Tho first has boen through
several transcriptions and translations from an original, itself photocopied, in Balinese script, borrowed
by myself and Thomas Reuter from a petnanghr (priest) in the Taro area in 1994. The pemanglat was
vague about its origin but thought it night have come from Puri Ubud. The second and third were given
to me by David Stuart-Fox and are copies of typewriren Balineso manuscripts in tho private collections
of Ketut Soebandi and Wayan Surpha, presumably thoso on which their published versions are based.
They are more and less complete versions of essentially the same text. The one in W.Surpha's collection
was said to have boen transcribed from part of an original lontar rn the possession of a penanghr n
Tampaksiring. W.Surpha himself has since confimed this origin and given me a copy of it as published
in his (1979) booklot.

Knowledge of the elements of the story is widespread in this area, especially among men of all
ages. Confidence in retelling it and knowledge of details is surprisingly rare and is limited to a few,
usually older nen, not necessarily priests or leaders but with acknowledged expertise in matters of religion
and history. These are precisely the people who tend to be least fluent in Bahasa Indonesia, so the fact
that I initially worked entirely in this language probably left me with an impression of less knowledge than
there actually was.

I rarely recorded conversations verbatim, but listened carefully and took notes from which I
reconstructed stories such as this immediately afterwards. As I came to know the story well I listened
more for variations than for the whole story.
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in East Java where a much chastened Rsi lvlarkandeya meditates to find out where

he went wrong.

He learns that he had failed to perform the correct rituals so, with another

group of followers from a village called Aga, he rcturns and performs these and this

time all goes well. He travels a variable and often circuitous route along the Wos

valley between Campuan and Taro where he established the first desa and the great,

brooding Pura Agung Gunung Raung, which is oriented west, toward his place of

origin in East Javaao. At Puakan, upstream from Taro, he lays down the system

for dividing and classifying land. Here and/or at Taro he also esablishes the basic

institutions of Bali-Hindu civilisation including subak, dcsa and banjafi. Other

sites associated with Rsi Markandeya include: hrra Puncak Payogan where he

performed austerities, Pura Dalem Suargan at Kedewatan where the people were as

good and beautiful as the inhabitants of heaven, hrra Murwa Bhumi (beginning of

the world) at Payangan and Pura Bolo at Tegallalanga2.

{. uoriontod" in this coDtext means the man pellingih are on the westward sids and persons praying
to tho deities seated in them face wost. Such orientation is convontionally rolatod to the place from which
tle deities descond which in the vast majority of Balinese temples is not west but the central mountains.
Balinese tond to expnoss this in the opposite way, saying th* a pellingih (or presumably the deity sitting
in it) "faces' (menghadap) a particular direction.

ar . One of the requirements of this second journey is that he perform a ritual called Panca Datu Mas,
which consists of burying a package of five elemental motals. He intends to do this at Taro but cannot
because there is a higher mountain further east so, at somo stage, he journeys on to Gunung Agung (and
in cortain versions, Batur) where he plants the offoring at a placo called Basuki on which a temple was
subsoquontly built. His followors remained behind as the original inhabitants of many villages along tho
way (hence the name Bali-Aga) and the stage is set for subsequent colonisation and development.

ot. Bolo is said to be a comrption of Bahula, the grandson of Rsi Markandeya who first meditated
at the site of this pura. It is not included in either tlo Wos Valley or Besakih versions but is tho subject
of a highly localised one which has been used as the basis of a government-funded rostoration of the
temple.
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Figure 5.27 Rsi Markandeya's Journey

Although not all these places or his journey are confined, even in the most

parochial versions, to the bukit, most versions told in this area serve to identify the

two poles of Campuan and Taro, an axis between them and a link with the
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foundations of Balinese civilisation. To the inhabitants of the valley, this area is

known by such names as Ujung Taro, Bukit Taro, Gunung Taro, Gunung k*9,
Bukit Gunung If,bah or Munduk Gunung Irbah and is replete with material evidence

of Rsi Markandeya's exploits, mostly in the fonn of temples commemorating crucial

points on his journeya3.

Figure 5.28 Pelinggih Sri Aji Markandeya, Pura Murwa Bhumi'

The Migratory Habits of Barong

barong are ...at once the most familiar and the most obscure ... figures in Balinese

tradition (Spies and de Zoets 1973:93)

The familiarity to which Spies and de Zoete were referring was that of the

smallest of children and most illiterate of villagers. It now extends beyond Bdi in

the form of their representation in tourist advertising and on tourism/export T-shirts.

In a material sense, barong are giant puppets animated by men inside them. The

There are in fact a number of versions of the journey of Rsi Markandeya which diverge more

widely from the range discussed here. These are listed and discussed in Appendix 1.
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most common fonns r€,present animals, usually tigers or a loosely leonine qpecies

of mythical br-ast (lcctef), possibly descended from dragons indigenous to the Far East

@elo 9a932-3) and related to similar creatures elsewhere in Indone.sia (Marschall

1995:100).

Although known to everyone in this way they are understood only in

contradictory ways by very few people and, perhaps for this reason, have been

spared undue scholarly attention. ln nislaln terms barong are a kind of deity

periodically resident in this material body and/or the bodies of the men animating it.

Ttris deity is associated variously with Banaqpati Raja (hiaself polysemically

associated with trees, forests and mystical siblingship), a right-hand/white magic

counterposed to the left-hand/black magic of Rangda, protection against the seasonal

choleric violence of one Ratu Gede Mecaling from Nusa Penida, an

Figure 5.29 Barong
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indigenous/Durkheimian deification of villiage unity and, in phenomenological renns,

of human innocence (I-ansing 1974:83)a.

Barong are essentially creatures of place, associated with villages and their

boundaries which they patrol seasonally to prcvent the entry of unwanted

influencesas. As Mead (1970) observed, they are subject also to a season of
migration during which they may wander promiscuously performing as fancy or habit

takes them. They also practice a third, more regulated kind of migration: mutual

visiting at temple ceremoniesa6. It is through these visits that the contemporary

ritud links between villages in the Wos Valley may most readily be traced. Indeed

it was thrcugh the assembly of barong at hrra Gunung Irbah that I flrst becarne

aware of the network of the TWos Valley and by following them home that I began

to map its shape.

In Desa Sebali, for example, at the odalan of Rrra Jemeng, in addition to

thren' barong from local temples, others arre (usually)a7 brought from Keliki,
Lungsiakan, Ubud and Bentuyung. Likewise, reciprocally, the resident barong at

Pura Jemeng attends ceremonies at the home temples of all these barong and at Rrra

Gunung I-ebah. Keliki is immediately up-bukit of Sebali with which it has close

historical links. Lungsiakan is close but outside the bukit. It is associated with Rsi

ot. The origin of the word is believed variously to lie in comrptions of the Malay beruang (bear),
bareng (with, joined together), referring to the unity of tle village community, or a Chinese word. For
turther discussions of barong see Covarnrbias (1994:286,332,354>, Eisemann (1992:293-321), Lansing
197 4:7 6-83), Neuhaus (1937 :23t -239).

o'. Merd and Bateson (1942:188) suggost that they have a simitar. relationship with tine.

While I refer hero specifically to barong,I have been reminded by John Darling among others,
that they are usually accompanied by Rangda masks and often otherpretima for which much of what I
report is also true. However while these other kinds of pretima are ossentially stationary and are carried
from place to place by humans, barong are creatures capable of solf-propulsion, with tho humans
concealed within physically propelling them but subordinate to their will. They are creatures whose nature
appears to bo essentially migratory.

ot. Th" Patterns of visiting reported here are a combination of those I observed on specific occasions
during 1993-6 and lists of ideal or potential visitors. Because of fluctuations in the sizo and irnportanco
of ceremonies, availability of time and other resources in the visitor villages, periodic ritual pollution and
other unpredictable factors, the pattern of barong actually visiting changes slightly fron one ceromony to
the next.
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Markandeya and is responsible for the maintenance of Pura hrncak Payogan. It also

has a Pura Jemeng with which the temple of the same na.me in Sebati is associated.

The Ubud and Bentuyung barong are close relatives of the Sebali one and were made

at Puri (Ibud, possibly from the same wood. Other sacred objects, and therefore

probably ancestors, of Desa I-ungsiakan originated from Bentuyung also. The Sebali,

Keliki and Lungsiakan barong also travel, along with othen from the area, to pura

Sabang Dahat, on the lonely plateau above Puakan.

Every Manis Galunganas many barong, mostly from Bukit Taro/Gunung

I-ebah, present themselves at this strange temple, consisting (rn selwh terms at least)

merely of a clearing in a grove of trees with some stones in the ground, report to

Pura Puseh Puakan, then assemble for a substantial ceremony at Rrra Desa puakan,

before making their own ways back down the bukit, retracing what many regard as

Rsi Markandeya's route. For the thirtyfive day month following Galungan reciprocal

visiting continues between many barong in the area. Most other villages in the area

have similar networks of related villages and temples which may be traced out by

the travels of their barong. While the dominant paffern of these connections is

clearly along the laja-klod axis within the bukit there are also some trans-Dn/c'r links

to Ubud and others to apparently random temples elsewhere.

ot. Galungan is an important day in the 210-day cycle of the Balinese calender and the beginning of
the 35-day month during which most barong customarily make their travels. Manis Galungan is the day
following Galungan.
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Figure 5.31 Upper Wos Valley: barong migrations.
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The nature of these inter-village barong links are described generally in the

idiom of kinship: "they are family' or "our barong is a sibling (lekak beradik) of

their one". On further enqurry this siblingship turns out to be based in most cases

upon common origin of their material bodies in the wood of a particular tree, or

common manufacture at and sponsorship by Puri Ubud. In other cases however the

siblingship is of nislala origin, independent of such material connertion and apparent

only through divine revelation.

Bale Agang back-to-front

In old-style villages, the bale agung was oriented along the central uphill-

downhill (lwja-Hofi axis of the village. In new-style villages it is situated in the

middle courtyard (jaba tengalt) of one of the village temples. In either case it is
linear in form and is oriented along the up-down axisae. Furthermore it is, like

most things of importance in Bali, thought of as having its own internal axis, from

a metaphorical head (ulu) to foot (teben). The head may consist of an enclosed

timber cabinet containing sacred objects, a seat, or a (usually painted or carved)

timber panel. The most important offerings are placed at this end and in the old

style bale the senior members of the village (lmrru desa) sit at this end. In the vast

majority of bale agung in Bali this head is oriented, like the heads of other species,

entities or elements of higher status or purity, lcaja, aplilTso.

The bak agtng which forms part of the hrra Agung Gunung Raung complex

in Taro and which is widely believed to be the longest and the oldest in Bali, is

oriented in the opposite direction, with its head downhill, toward the sea! So also

are the bale agung of Sebali/Bankiangsidem, Keliki Kawan, Keliki/Yehtengah,

o'. There are around Bedulu and reportedly in Karangasem also, a number of Bale Agung oriented
kangin-kauh (east-west), the logic of which I have not yet been able to discern.

t. On the term ulu and its general significance see Howe (1980:59), and specifically in relation to
bale agung, Lansing (1983:ll7), Reuter (1996:145).
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Kelusa and Bresela. This is an extraordinary reversal of convention, affecting the

majority of bale within the br*it, although there are significant exceptions.

That of Talo Klod is a bale pegat, split into two sections, an uphill one

headed down and a downhill one headed up51. Bak Agwg Tatzg is conventionally

oriented. Pura Puseh Ked contains two bale agmg, a western bale pegat and an

eastern one conventionally oriented. So, while within the area of Bukit Taro/Gunung

I-ebah there is a dominant pattern of reversal of normal orientation of bale agwg

there are also sufficient exceptions and anomalies to cast doubt upon any easy

generalisation, a theme to which we shall return shortlys2.

tt. This form is relatively common in old-style villagos where it is known also as bale ulun tengah

(Goris 1960, Thomas Reuter, personal communication).

The clear cxceptions, conventionally -oientdbale within the bzHtr, dl occur in &sa which have

a history of more rocent arrival in the area, with adat/agama traditions irnportod from their ancestral

villages rather than linked with Rsi Markandoya.

T\a bale agung of hukan and Pakuseba are both convontionally orienied on the grounds that

they are upstream of Taro and outside the confinos of the two arms of tho rivor. But they aro also

ambiguous in that they are in some respects included in the notional lcavwsan of Bukit Taro.
It is somotimos suggestod that tho reversal of bale agung sirnply reflects tho association of tho

dzsa rn question with Rsi Markandeya. In fact it is not this simple. Temples in Kedewaran and Payogan

are generally recognis€d as points on his joumey but bak agung in these villagos are convontionally

oriented. Pura Puncak Payogan does howover have a large central pellingth with reversod orientation.

At Payangan, the site of Pura Murwa Bhumi, anothor rocognised point on Rsi Markandoya's

route, there is a very longklod-oientedbale.
Payangan is the pusat (navel, origin), and the downstroam extremity of another network of villagesr litrkod

via their own vorsion of the Markandeya story, on the upstream western margin of the Wos valley. Some

of these villages are clustered into groups known as bantn and also hava kJod+iantsd bak.
On the other side of the Wos valley, in the Petanu watershed, are another group of villages with

klod-oiented bale agung including Kedisan/Tangkup, Bayad and (until receutly) Kebon. They havo links

of their own to both Rsi Markandaya and Puri Ubud but these are not developed to the same oxtent as

those in the Wos Valley.
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Frgure 5.32 Uppor Wos Valley: bak agung orientations

Iocal explanations of this dominant pattern of reversal are confusing but

reflect a certain logical consistenct'3. Bale agung in this area, associated with Rsi

t'. Th".u explanations were obtained from a wide range of local people in the villages concerned and
were subsoquently supplemented by the more impartial opinions of people of acknowledged expertise in
Ubud and other places.
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Markandeya and Gunung Raung are oriented not to the central mountains but to
Gunung r-ebah which is the pusat (centre), puseh (navel, origin) or pucak/purrcak

@eak, summit) of this area. When I pointed out that "Gunung" I-ebah seemed to me

to be at the lowest rather than the highest point of the bukit, I was referred to the

mystery contained in the name "Gunung l-ebah": the low mountain or the mountain

below.

Gunung Lebah: Nislu,la Reversals of Gradient.

This is Gunung l,ebah: there is the gunung - here is lebah. Thore is only one gunung -
no other - and this is it. the priest of Pura Gunung Lobah

... for Balinese, symbolic ambivalence appears to be a culturally comfortable
6edefi1y... Warren 1993:g7

On what grounds can Gunung Irbah be described as a peak? According to

some, because Rsi Markandeya appeared first at Campuan and then travelled uphill

along the bukit this was the centre (pusat) and therefore also the peak (prorcak).

There is, however sufficient uncertainty and contradiction in accounts of the

direction of his travels that this explanation seems incomplete at best. It is

sometimes suggested that the reversal of bate agwry simply reflects the association

of the desa rn question with Rsi Markandeya. This theory does not account for the

evidence either. Temples in Kedewatan, Puakan and Payogan are generally

recogrrised as points on his journey but bale agang in these villages are

conventionally orientedsa.

More philosophically sophisticated exegeses, by priests and princes, invoked

a more abstract principle of the unity of high and low, mountain and sea, Brahma

and Visnu. Just as the waters may be seen flowing from the mountains down to the

50. Pura Puncak Payogan does however have a large central petlingih Sri Bhujangga with reversed
orientation. According to its priest, the bhujangga (wise man) referred to is Rsi Markandeya, and the
orientation is toward the source of the light he followed.
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s@, they also retum, unseen to the mountain lakes (c/f Schulte-Nordholt

l99l:I57)ss. A further variation of this explanation was that the location of

Gunung Irbah is at the central point on the whole mountain-sea a:ris and was thus

the pusat or putrcak of the whole (inherently reversible) system56. This was held

to be sufficient explanation in itself, its conclusions self-evident. It remained for me

to suggest and for my philosopher-informants to agree, that the orientation to

Gunung l-ebah reflects some kind of reversal at a nisluln level of ordinary seknln

orientation, an interpretation of sorts but hardly an explanation. The meaning of this

interpretation is however further elucidated by evidence from elsewheresT.

Figure 5.33 Niskala Bacldlow

Among the wonderfrrlly confused conversations from which this understanding

emerged, one was conducted in the presence of a colleague (Michael Vischer) whose

55 Pura Sang Hyang Tegal, a large temple, dedicated to dry and wet agriculture, Brahma and Visnu,
located between Taro and Puakan, and currently boing renovated by Puri Ubud, is also associated with
this concept.

6b.J/f. A passage translated from the "Markandeya Purana" in the possession of Puri Ubud, likens Bukit
Campuan to a Naga Raja, (kng snake) lying between the rivers with his head to the south (Ubud 1983:4).

t. I reveal at this point my difference with the agenda of the "interpretive anthropolory" proposed
by C.Geertz (1973). Had I been content with this "interpretation" of "tho natives point of view" I could
never have related it to the historical processes by which such nlocal knowledgo" is croated and
manipulated for ends defined in political and economic contexts far from the villages concemod.
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main fieldwork site is in Flores. The combination of apparently contradictory

conce,pts in a single "couplet" was familiar to him from the "ritual qreech', and

thought of people further east in Indonesia where cultural ideas are frequenfly

expressed in the form of "couplets" conjoining mutually contradictory concepts, as

was the notion of a local system of orientation to a local "point of origin"ss.

The (literally) great/long bale agung/luttang of the Bali-aga desa n the
mountains above the Wos Valley are all oriented lujabutas Reuter's (1996) analysis

shows they too contain within themselves a hidden reversal of orientation. The posts

and beams of which they are constructed are conventionally (as in Balinese building
practice generally) installed as they were in the tree from which they were cut, with
their upper/growing end (munaft) upward (in the case of a post) or uphill (in the

case of a beam). The uppermost section of the bale is an enclosed room occupied

only by the ancestor/gods themselves and their earthly "intimates", a group of child-
priests who have not yet attained the impurity of adulthood. The posts and beams

of this section are reversed! Reuter's exegesis is as follows:

"This arrangement is said to emulate a circle (wittdu), symbol of divino unity and the
passage of each person through tho cycle of life, afterlife and rebirth' (1996:156).
"'..cosmolory..'as oxpressed in architectural and spatial symbolism of the(ir) bale
lantang, a certain conceptual ambiguity was obsorved...notions of lifo as a circular
Process...ancestors are part of the cycle of fife and capable of (resuming) agoncy
through reincarnation. . .it does not simply reflect the logic of precedence which opuot"t
at the level of practice...' (201) (and finally )"..the notion of a circle, of a moeting of
'trunk' and 'tip' in the invisible realm (nislcala) and in the contoxt of ritual practice...o

(1996:201).

It seems to me that what he is talking about is an architectural representation

of the reversal (and rendering circular) at a nisknla level of (what appears mercly

linear at) the ordinary $elcala) order and process and furthermore that this is

5t. 
See also Barnes (1974:78-80), Fox(1988) and Valeri (1991: 136-138) on this rubject. That thig

form of thought has wider currency in lndonesia and at levols more pragmatic than the languago of
metaphysics is suggested by Sukarno's use of the terr- gotong rqtong as "an emblsm of the Indonesian
nation as an active joining of opposites" @owen 1986:551). H. Geeftz (1995:32-33) suggests that
relativity and reversibilit/ are inhepat at a fundamental level in many Balinese concepts.
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analogous to the (apparent) reversal of orientation associated with Pura Gunung

Irbah.

l-Ul.tlTAIN Et\D
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Frgure 5.34 Reversals of orientation

The concept of nislaln landscape allows a more economical description (if

not explanation). Bukit Gunung I€balt is simply, n nisluln terms an area which

slopes the other way, a local reversal of gradient falling from the pucak of the

mysterious "low mountain". The reversed bale agurrg are, like pura rn general,

"landmarks" by which important attributes of the nislwla landscape are plotted onto

the selalase. There remain however two more "layers" of the "network" of Pura

Gunung I€bah and its bnkit.

The perceptive reador will by now have wondored why the entire layout of these dcsa is not
similarly roversed. I was not able to obtain any satisfactory aruwer to this question in the field but if we
remember that nisleala landscape is constructed in layers we can hypothosise as follows: The bale agung
as components of tle earliest desa rn the area, founded, according to legend by Rsi Markandoya, belong
to an earlier layor which is oriented to Gunung Lebah. T\e kalryangan tiga and other subsequent plrra
of those samo d,esa form part of a zubsequent layer which is oriented in accordanco with pan-Betinese
orthodoxy.
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Puri Ubud and Batur

Pura Gunung Irbah is tied to Pura Batur - like two people, one blood - like oldor and
younger siUings. The gods of Gunung l"ebah and Batur are the same but Gunung
Lebah is oarlior. a priest at pura Gunung Ircbah

Throughout my enquiries, wherever bale agtng were oriented downhill,

wherever Rsi Markandeya was said to have been, wherever barong were linked with

others, and especially throughout Bukit Gunung Irbah there is evidence of the

patronage and influence of Puri Ubud. This involvement takes fonns such as

renovation of temples, support of local dance/music gloups, advising on matters of
tradition and providing rationalised interpretations of local mytho/history. In return

the puri are deferred to on matters of tradition, invited to ceremonies in many local

pura and on occasion call upon such villages to provide ritual labour or
performances at Ubud temples or puri@.

Ipcal people speak of this relationship as an appropriate continuation of long

tradition in the area formerly comprising the kingdom (lecrajaan) of lJbud. Members

of the purt hkewise regard it as their inherited reqponsibility: leadenhip, guidance

of the community and protection and sponsorship of traditional cultural forms in this

area. The geographical spread of this involvement, like other liayers of the network,

does not correqpond with any precision to the actual area controlled by the puri n
precolonial times.

Puri Llbud also assume a central position in the network thrcugh their

controlling role at Pura Gunung l-ebah. It is not uncommon for local purt 6 161ke

over responsibility for pura mnsceti within their area of politico/ritual jurisdiction

(Lansing 1991:131) and indeed Schulte-Nordholt (1996:56-60) argues, contra

Iansing (1991:33-34), that pre-colonial puri were deeply involved in the control of
irrigation. I have no information to suggest that Puri Ubud were directly involved

in inigation and it is my impression that their involvement in Pura Gunung I-ebah,

"Tradition" is used here as a convenient shorthand for the complex of ritual customary activity
subsumed under the Indonesian terms adat and aganw as well as traditional performing arts (see Ch3).
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has increased vis-a-vis that of the subak only since they organised a major renovation

of the temple in 1991 . Puri members whom I asked about their link to the temple

emphasised instead its link to Batur and their hereditary juiisdiction over the whole

area between Batur and the sea through their descent from the eighteenth-century

kingdom of Sukawati.

t
Sea

Figure 5.35 Upper Wos Valley: Puri Ubud Patronage
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Figure 5.36 Kingdom of Ubud c.1895

Pura Gunung Lebah is, like other irrigation temples, also a visiting-place

(pasimpangan) of Pura Batur, whose principal deity, the Goddess of I:ke Batur, has

jurisdiction over all water flowing through this part of Bali (Lansing l99l:74). Tllre
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whole notion of pura pasimpangan is translocal as are irrigation-temple networks

(Lansing 1991). Although the puri and the local subak have these long-distance links

with Pura Batur, other aspects of the network described do not extend, on the

ground, as far as Banrt'l. Gunung Irbah is also one of the names of Mount Batur,

referring to the way in which it rises "from below", within the crater.

We have thus two sets of rather generalised linkages, Pura Gunung IJbah-

Batur and Puri Ubud-Pura Gunung Lebah. There is however a story which links the

puri, the temple and Batur in a much more specific manner.

I-ong ago, when Kebon was still under the jurisdiction of Puri Peliatan, where

GKB's house now stands, there stood the workshop (bengket) of a nkang jeruk (literally
cirrus rradesman) who specialised in the cleaning/polishing (witlt citrus juice) of kns.

One day an old man came in to his workshop, left a kris without any explanation and

departed immediately. Tukang Jeruk ran out into the street to find out who he was and

what he wanted done wittr it but the old man had vanished. He nrcked the kris up in

6r. Current research by Thomas Reuter (1996) demonstrates that the villages upstream of Taro and

Puakan are integrated into other networks of mountain villages. Joint research is planned on the interface

and relationship between these two systems of trans-desc organisation.

Figure 5.37 Gunung Banrr/Lebah.
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the roof (atap) andgot on with his work. That night however he couldn't sleep. The

house became unbearably hot. It happened again the following nights and nobody

could get any sleep. Evenhrally he concluded tbat it must be something o do with the

mysterious kns and he decided to take it to fte puri62.

He set off the next morning, with the kris, heading for Peliatan. what

happened next is a little unclear. He got as far as the crossroads (either Tebesaya or
peliatan) where he may have been distracted by a cockfight or perhaps he simply forgot

where he was going. Either way the day passed and if he remembered at all it was too

late in the day to present himself atthe pui. He tried again the next day and a third

day but each time the same thing happened. Perhaps he simply got tired of trying'

perhaps he received some sort of message from the /cris. Some people say that a

cokorda from Puri Ubud saw him pass each time and asked where he was going and

suggested he leave it with them instead. In any case he gave up trying to take it to
Peliatan and took it instead to Puri l]bud where it was received and stored together with

all the other sacred weapons @usaka).
Shortly after there was an odalnn at Pura Gunung Lebah. But the gods would

not descend ino their places when they were invited by the pedanda' When the

problem was investigated, by a mangku in trance, it transpired that they would not

descend until the kns which belonged at the temple was present. There was great

confusion, with servants running back to the pui for one kns aftet the other, all to no

avail. Eventually someone suggested trying the recently arrived one and of course it
did the trick.

Since then this kns, known as IBK63 has always been kept at Puri Ubud for

"security reasons" but its real home is known to be Pura Gunung Lebah and it is always

taken there for ceremonies as well as to ceremonies in the temples of Banjar Kebon.

It was also revealed that the kni was actually from Bafir and was delivered there

magically by the old man who immediately after became invisible. From this time on

the forfirnes, military and economic of Puri Ubud improved and to this day their

success in the world is tied both to the possession of this tris and to their reciprocal

relationship with banjar Kebon. If either partner was to forget or neglect the

relationship great misforfirne would follow.

This story was told to me countless times by people in Banjar Kebon in

versions which varied in completeness and detail. The version related here is a

synthesis of these. It was usually told by members of Banjar Kebon in response to

questions about their link to the puri or to Pura Gunung l€bah. For them it

constitutes the historical proof of their inseverable relationship of mutual dependence

t. Kris are short wavy-bladed daggers used throughout the Malay archipelago and widely believed

to be the repositories of niskala "power" (kesaktian). Both ttre heat and the shaking are commonly

understood signs of the kesaktian of objects which are not being properly looked after (Wiener 1995:63-

70).

o'. I defer here to Balinese tradition according to which it is considered neither polite nor prudent to

refer to powerful/sacred objects or beings by their names. Some texts, Balinese as well as Indonesian

and foreign, do indeed print the names of such beings/objects but the people who told me stories tended

not to and the reverence with which the subject of this story is treated in the baniar involved inclines me

to err on the side of caution.
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with the puri. Although I believe the story is known to others, I have never heard

it from anyone outside Kebon, let alone from a member of the puri who speak of

their relationship with Banjar Kebon in terms of hierarchy and with Itrra Gunung

I-ebah and Batur in more proprietorial ones.

What this story suggests is that the real link to Batur is in fact through the

kn'r IBK and that Pura Gunung Irbah is a channel and symbol of this link. It also

inverts the hierarchy presumed by the puri in the relationship by locating the source

of the material power/wealth of Ubud in a grft of nislwla power from Batur.

Networks and Layers.

These then are the more obvious dimensions or "layers" of a "network" of
places in this areas. They are mutually connected by virtue of a degree of overlap,

both spatial and conceptual, hinging around the axis of Bukit Taro/Gunung Irbah.

This overlap however, is less than perfect and exceptions and anomalies abound.

Intuitively, with the eyes half-closed, there is a network: try to pin it down and it

disappears. James Boon (once again) identifies a related elusiveness in Balinese

spatial practice.

In one senso...Bali reveals traditional localisation...but there remains a peculiar aspect
to Balinese localism which sets it apart from general stereotypes of traditional societios.
Social units are tied to spatial units without beins exactlv territorialised (19772113,
emphasis added).

It may be this very elusiveness, this sense of "almost but not quite" order which has

discouraged scholarly affention to Balinese spatio/ritual practices but which can also

lead us (I think) to their unity.

uo. Another layer not discussed here is that constituted by markets. Ubud forms part of a three-day
rotation with the markets at Payangan and Tegallalang. To date I have no evidence of systematic
relationship between these and the network discussed here. For a discussion of market networks in this
area, see Hobart (1979:69-72\.
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It is perhaps timely to remind ourselves that these "networks" and "layers"

are not local categories of thought, much less institutions, but abstractions created

from my observations of relationships between local institutions. The analytical

question would thus appear to be whether these systems and their correqpondences

are coincidence, figments of an overheated anthropological imagination or whether

they reflect an order of some kind. Knowledgeable local people with whom I
discussed my work recognised the direction of my enquiries but were unable (or

perhaps unwilling) to formulate it in any clearer terms65. I sought therefore to

"explain" my findings by reference to some underlying order at a further level of

abstraction.

The order I sought was in the first place spatial, based upon a sense of

congruence between landscape form, agro-economic practices, cultural ideas and

social relationships. What I found was indeed networks between places which could

be more or less accurately plotted on maps but no simple order on the basis of

spatial overlap alone was possible. The concept of niskala landscape, while useful

as a tool at a further level of abstraction, for articulating between my observations

and local understandings, is also limited to spatial representation and is helpless in

the face of layers which don't overlap properly. These resist order of this kind and

suggest rather something going on.

I-ansing's ideas, discussed above, sound resonances with all my findings in

the Vfos valley and provided a model of a possible order reflecting more dynamic

ut. One of the factors ssndilisning etbnographic knowledge of Bali (aod no doubt other places) is

undoubtedly the willingness of informants to inform. This is in tum dependent to a degreo upon the

ethnographer: upon his/her approach and attitude, and not least upon how much (s)he already knows. A
speaker in any situation tunes his/her speech according to his/her ostimate of tho capacity of the hearer
to understand.

In Bali this is formalised in a concept known as ayuwera, referring to a rango of practicos

including specffic injunctions to keep certain scriptural knowledge secret, a general reluctance on the part
of the truly knowlodgeable to flaunt their knowledge (those who speak don't know: those who know don't
speak) to more subtle attunements of speech to the spoakers assessment of the capacities and motivations

of the listener. I frequently had the experience (as I believe any honest ethnographer of Bali would admit
to) of feoling that I was only being told part of the story, of doors suddenly being opened whon I revealed
what I already knew of a subjoct and on one memorable occasion of (rQmeoting a reluctant informant
months later and discussing with considerable mirth, what he had flatly refused to discuss with mo

originally (see also Wiener 1996:79-82).
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processes. Temples are indeed the main nodes in the network, a watershed the

geographical venue and up/downstreiam hierarchies are involved in the logic of the

system. I can however, find no discernible system of temple connections which in

any way co-ordinates the rest of them nor am I able to convince myself of any

underlying and co-ordinating logic based upon temple networks66.

I searched in vain for other structural logrcs to the connections but every case

has its own explanation, unique and sometimes seemingly quixotic. These local

explanations are instnrctive: when I enquired about relationships between villages,

temples or barong I was frequently answered with vague reference to Rsi

Markandeya or Gunung I€bah or simply the self-evident "ada hubungan" (there is

a relationship).

If I pressed the matter harder there was usually someone who could provide

an explanation specific to the case in question. Such explanation inevitably took the

form not of logical stnrctural relationship but of a story relating qpecific mytho-

historical causes: barong masks carved from wood cut from the same tree, a king

who had received divine inqpiration at this spot and had founded a temple which the

local village looked after on his behalf. Things were said (and seen) to be the way

they are "because" of the story of their origin.

This could be illustrated by relating the stories of almost any of the linkages

which constitute the network described above but is perhaps more graphically

illustrated by the negative examples of anomalously oriented bak agung: those

within the bukit whose orientation is not reversed and those outside the bukit which

are reversed.

uu. Henk Schulte-Nordholt (personal communication 1996) points out that "temples do not organise
anything, people do, often through templosn. It is my impression that Lansing's systenatisation of water
temple networks has been achieved at the expense of some recognition of local variations and
irregularities.
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Reversals Reversed.

(My interpretation of) the basic cultural logic within which the network-like

phenomena of Bukit Gunung Irbah begins to make sense is a spatial one, neither

explicitly named nor consciously known but implicit in both evidence and

explanations: it comprises a local niskaln landscape the deepest (oldest) stratum of

which slopes upward not to Mount Batur but to its local replica Gunung lrbah. The

landmarks by which this gradient may be senn, bale agung, are oriented toward this

nistaln peak. Apart from the imperfect fit between this pattern with other layers of

network on the Wos Valley, this interpretation is challenged by a number of

anomalies and exceptions to this paffern.

The exceptions to this pattern are the bak agung of Puakan, Pakuseba, Ked,

Taro Klod and Tatag, all arguably within the bukit but oriented conventionally. The

anomalies are bale agung outside the bukit which are oriented downhill. These

include Payangan and a group of desa centred upon Bukian to the west of the valley

and another group centred upon Kedisan in the Petanu watershed to the east.

The (exceptional) bale agung of Puakan and Pakuseba are both conventionally

oriented on the grounds that they are upstream of Taro and (arguably) outside the

confines of the two arms of the river and therefore outside the zone of reversed

orientation. But they are also ambiguous in that Puakan is an important point both

in Rsi Markandeya's journey and that of latter-day barong and they are in some

respects included in the notional Bukit Taro. The others, Kd, Taro Klod and Tatag,

are all desa wlich have a history of more recent arrival in the area, with adat/agarru

traditions imported from their ancestral villages rather than following the earlier

traditions established by Rsi Markandeya6T.

Payangan, the site of Pura Murwa Bhumi, another recognised point on Rsi

Markandeya's route, has a very long bale oriented downhill. The local version of

These desa are in fact all associated with the migration from East Bali via Desa Talepud referred
to by Howe (1980).
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the Rsi Markandeya story establishes Payangan (not Taro) as the original desa ard.

its bale agung as the original (even longer) one, from. posts of which all others in

Bali were created. Payangan is undoubtedly a desa of considerable antiquity whose

traditions are linked to ancient Bali-aga ones @euter 1996:35-6) but the only local

explanation I could find for this orientation was that it is nonnal and proper for bale

agung to be oriented to the sea just as mera are oriented to the mountains.

Payangan is also the pusat (navel, origin), and the downsfream extremity of

another network of villages, linked via their own version of the Markandeya story,

on the upstream western margin of the Wos valley. Some of these villages are

clustered into groups known as banun at least one of which, that centred on Bukian,

also have downhill-oriented bale. No-one in Bukian would venture an explanation

as to the reason for this but the history of the desa as an offshoot of Payangan

suggests they simply followed the existing orientation there.

On the other side of the Wos valley, in the Petanu watershed, are another

group of villages with downhill-oriented bale agung including Kedisan/Tang*up,

Bayad and (until recently) Kebon. They have links of their own to bottr Rsi

Markandaya and Puri Ubud which are not developed to the same extent as those in

the Wos Valley. Once again locals seemed as mystified as I was by the orientation

of their bale agung but ventured a range of explanations including the zuggestions:

(a) that because bale agung are the p(a)lace (istana) of Brahma whose orientation (in

the direction l mondala of Indic gods) is to the south, they should be oriented this

way, (b) that bale agung and pelinggift should 'faceu (menghadap) towards each

other and (c) that Rsi Markandeya had decreed that all bale agung west of the Petanu

should be oriented downhill to Uluwatu while those east of the Petanu should be

oriented uphill, to Gunung Agung.

These anomalies and exceptions, intriguing as they are, remain impervious

to any clear logic either on my part or that of local knowledge. I could no doubt

press the concept of nislula landscape into service once again but this might be

forcing the issue somewhat. What is noticeable here is that the only cases in which

there were clear explanations were in fact those in which there were stories of
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origin: the immigrarrt desa which had retained their impofted adot practices. In

other words there is a direct correlation between (lack o0 certainty about local

temple forms and (ack of) historical explanation in the form of stories of origins.

What this illustrates is that, useful as my construction of abstract cultural

models has been in affording insight into the logic common to the phenomena in

question, it falls short of providing a comprehensive explanation. In particular it

does not take into account either the translocal connection to Batur nor the role of

Puri lJbud. It also confirms that what appears as qpatial form is not understood

locally in terms of spatial knowledge but of historical origins. This relationship

between spatial and historical knowledge and the role of the puri in this relationship

was apparent to me only in the form of fragmentary and localised pieces of evidence

until I was involved in a series of events which brought to life the way in which the

network which I had previously been constructing in my imagination is both

maintained and developed in practice.

New/Old Barong, Old/New Connections.

The old barong of Banjar Kebon was derelict, both physically and qpiritually.

Kebon is historically closely associated with Puri Ubud so the community

automatically asked the puri for help in rcplacing him. It was decided, by leaders

of Kebon together with the col<ordn refened to above, to ask for wood from a tree

outside Pura Dalem Pingit in Taro so, after arrangements were made with the

traditional leaders of Taro, on an appropriate My, u large group of Kebon people,

together with a smallerpzn contingent, went to Taro, made the appropriate offerings

and cut the wood which was brought back to Ubud and stored at the purt. A few

months later, when the wood was suitably dry, a skilled barong-maker from Kebon

began work on the head and others helped with parts of the work over the next few

months. When the barong was complete and on the evening of Tilem Kedasa, the
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Figure 5.38 Cutting the wood at Taro 1993 Figure 5.39 Carving tha barong at Puri Ubud 1994

ut. The tenth new-moon, which happened also to be Buda Kliwon Pahang, the end of the 35 day posr-

Galungan cycle during which barong traditionally make their travels. On this occasion the date was 11

May 1994.

old barong was ritually cremated and another trip was made to Taro to bring the new

one to life68.
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Ceremonies were performed, by the colcordn together with Kebon leaders and

local priests, at Pura Dalem Pingit, at the tree from which the wood was cut and

fuuly, after midnight, at the cemetery where the barong was left alone so that the

spiit (roh, jiwa) of Banasapati Raja could enter him at its convenience. People said

they saw flames as the spirit entered and shortly thereafter the barong was taken to

Pura Agung Gunung Raung for a further ceremony and then, around first light, to

Pura Puseh Taro Klod6e. After this the entire group set off, in a procession led by

the puri, down the bukit toward Ubud.

Arc barong set a cracking pace and people had to run to keep up as the

procession raced through ricefields and villages where the local population sat or

knelt in respect for the barong and (arguably) for the col<orda walking with him.

The procession stopped for a ceremony and rest at Pura Hyang Api, an important

temple mid-bukit and in the afternoon continued, at a slower pace towards Ubud.

As he passed another temple, the barong stopped, refused to go on and forced his

6e. Flames are, in Bali at least, a corlmon sign of the entry or exit of great spiritual powers (c/f
Wiener 199 5 228O,288-9,329).
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way through the gate, went straight to a pavilion where the local barong lived, and

set up a heart-rending wailing. The man inside the barong was removed, in a

trance, and placed in another pavilion where he was questioned as to what the

problem was.

Frgure 5.41 The barong at the temple

A witch in the previous village, he said, had been harassing him and he had

decided to kill her. The local barong called to him as he passed and he realised that

she (the local barong) was his own mother, whom he had not seen for many yqrs.

This was the cause of his distress and of similar distress to the people of Kebon

when they realised the suffering they had unwittingly caused to their own barong.

His mother, in her capacity as protectress of this village, dissuaded him from

wreaking any violence and he asked only that they be allowed to visit each other

regularly. This was arranged on the spot and the procession continued down the

bukit to Gunung Lebah, then around a number of IJbud temples before returning to

take up residence in Kebon.
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This whole dramatic and moving performance, involving hundreds of people

in Llbud and through the length of the bukit, liul,ked purt and people, Ubud and Bukit

Taro, Banjar Kebon with both, barong with barong, pura with pura, village with

village at both selala and, nislala levels. Choreographed and stage-managed by the

puri, it brought together groups of people in a way that dramatised the links between

them, the nislaln landscape of the bukit and their common shelter under the glorious

"umbrella" (payung) of Puri Llbud.

Even the unscheduled stop, the dramatic highlight of the whole performance,

was not without hidden significance. As well as creating new links between Banjar

Kebon and the village involved, it also revived several older links: between that

village andthe purt and between their resident barong with her former lover/husband

in lIbud. It so happened also that this village was one with which the puri had been

attempting, unsuccessfully, to rebuild a relationship since a disagreement (over

barong wood of all things) some years previously. This spontaneous event, outside

the conscious control of any of the parties involved, recreated the link in a way

which none could refuse to accept.

Figure 5.42 The purt leads the way
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This story, as well as evoking in general terms the flavour and the powerfi.rl

social reality of the network in action, illustrates several more qpecific aqpects of it.

Firstly, it exemplifies the way in which the mysterious nislwla relationships between

places are created by specific historical events. In this case, within hours of their

occurrence they were being recounted in the mythologised terms which I recognised

from other stories of events "long ago" which explained some of the contemporary

links between components of the network. Secondly it illustrates the way in which

the spatialised rituals of procession, the act of walking, collectively and with

heightened spiritual awareness through the physical landscape involved

creates/reinforces a collective map of nislaln landscape. Thirdly it makes clear the

role of the puri in managing, manipulating, perhaps even creating what I have

referred to as the network of the Wos Valley.

Conclusions.

This network is not, as I have mentioned earlier, a named institution, nor can

the role of the pui be described as an explicit progxamme visible either to local

people or, I believe to members of the puri themselves. The only hint of any such

systematic vision is contained in official publications prepared for nation-wide inter-

village competition (I-omba Desa) in 1983 and 1990 (Ubud 1983, 1991).

During 1993-4I had the distinct feeling that what I was uncovering was a

primordial form of regional social organisation, in which the role of the puri was but

one layer. My subsequent reflections upon the material led me to the realisation

(1995) thatthe pun was a kind of "master layer" actively drawing the others together

through their programme of patronage into a network of the kind I was more

passively interpreting. This program draws together the diverse layers into what I
have described as a network: a barong sponsored here, a temple restored there, a

ceremony organised or an interpretation of the Rsi Markandeya story somewhere

else. Some of these establish or reinforce direct links between villages and temples,
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all increase a sense of common "shelter under the umbrella" (paywg) of the puri.

This umbrella is another image local people use to talk about an aspect (ayer)

of something I have been labouring to systematise into a network. What the puri arc

doing is systematising this same "something" but with an assurance which obviates

any need to name it as such. Rather than a tangible network which can be plotted

unambiguously on a map, this "something" is rather a set of ideas diqpersed among

a diverse corpus of practices and stories, a proto-theory of regional identity, a

system of local knowledge hidden in the forms of ritual practice and narrative. It

was the systematic nature of these ideas which people recognised when I spoke to

them about my project and it is this basis of recognition also which provides the

ideological substance which thepuri are developing and manipulating. V/e will return

to the purt and their wider agenda (in Ch.7) but for the moment let us review what

we have learned in this chapter.

Firsfly, while (as we discussed in Ch.4) Balinese ritual is inherently related

to economics it is equally related to spatial organisation. The use of hybrid concepts

which combine the Balinese category of the nislwh with social-science categories

such as economics and topography enables us to transcend what might otherwise

appear as a contradiction. Balinese ritual may be understood as a set of practices for

mediating, negotiating, balancing the relationship between the seluln world of

appearances, which includes what I think of as landscape and economics, and the

nislwla one of forces and beings upon which it is all believed to depend, but are

invisible to ordinary social science.

Secondly, by analysing the spatial dimensions of ritual practice, and local

narrative traditions, utilising the concept of nislala landscape, we are able to discern

patterns of organisation within phenomena visible both to Balinese and to social

science but neither named nor consciously understood by either. Thirdly, these

patterns, which appear as spatial forms which I have provisionally described using

the metaphor of network, are better understood as a system integrating knowledge

with practice. Ircal knowledge is embodied piecemeal in forms of ritual practice

and narrative tradition which in turn systematise and even create the body of
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knowledge. Fourthly, that this corpus of knowledge/practice is being re-

systematised, appropriated and made visible by the puri through taking control of its

practical dimension, the ritual and narrative forms in which it is embodied.

Fifthly and finally, that local exegeses of spatial organisation proceed

consistently by means of stories of origin, that is by reference to a kind of historical

method. It was also by shifting from consideration of what appeared to be spatial

forms to the historical processes by which they were created and maintained that I
arrived at this understanding of them and particularly of the role of the puri.

It is timely therefore to look more seriously at the historical processes at

work (and seen to be at work) in the alea.
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CHAPTER 6

T]BTJD BEFORE 19OO

In the standand histories of Bali, those which may be found in simplified form

in tourist guidebooks and more comprehensively in academic publications (e.9.

Hobart et al1996:4) the nineteenth century is summarised by an oft-published map

showing eight "kingdoms" suMued, rcplaced and ultimately rpinstated by the

D'wcht.

b l--------4----J,h

Figuro 6.1 The Kingdoms of Bali mid-Clg (Wiener 1995:23)

I refer here to rrorthodox" history to sigmal the fact that Balinese
history is a hybrid beast, long on mythological conponent,E and short on
reliable enqpirical source material and with all but the main outline
essentially contestable. The orthodo:<y to which I refer lies in thig main
outline which is itsetf a coneensus among the versiong of the more
po1itical.ly/militarily succesgful arietocratic lineagee. Several
disenfranchised aristocratic lines (e.9. my references here to
Pemayun/Payangan and Negara) and non-aristocratic groupe hold to vergions
which differ in important, respects from the orthodorcy (Pitana 1995, Reuter
1996) .
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According to this history Ubud is but a minor principatity, consigned by the

caprice of colonial cartography to the margins of history until brought suddenly into

the limelight of international celebrity status by the fancy of foreign fashion in the

1930s. In fact the Dutch, more than anyone, had reason to know that the nrler of
Ilbud was, on the eve of colonial control, arguably the most powerfi,rl person in the

pivotal kingdom of Gianyar and played a major role in its voluntary submission to

Dutch nrle. The power of Ubud, originally military, but subsequenfly political and

economic and, according to local understandings, magical, was acquired largely in

the context of a series of wars during the last two decades of the nineteenth century

and in which Ubud played a leading part. The origin of Ilbud's rise to prominence

through these wars is common knowledge in the area but beyond this details are

sketchy and often contradictory.

The original settlement in the area, it is said, was not Ubud but Padangtegal.

Puri Ubud was established later, as an outpost of Puri Peliatan and remained small,

poor and powerless, until a war in which the raja of Llbud defeated a much larger

puri at Negara a few kilometres downstream. But how could such a smalT puri

possibly defeat such a powerfrrl one? Because of the lecsalaion of the raja of Ubud,

which was based upon his possession of a sacred Hs. This had only to be drawn

from its sheath and enemies would fall dead or flee in panic. He also had a power

known as bau siuby which a small army would be seen by the enemy as many times

larger.

T:he raia of Ubud took possession of the extensive landholdings of Negara,

from the sea at Ketewel to somewhere around Taro uphill. These lands became the

basis of the economic power of Puri Llbud which has continued until the present.

The Ubud army also looted all the material wealth of Negara, bringing home

household utensils such as rice-mortars and even whole buildings, both of which may

be seen in certain Ubud households today. This wealth of land meant also that

Ubud people had little need to work: they simply asked for rice from the puri.
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Variations upon this story are fairly common knowledge around Ubud,

readily trundled out in answer to my questions but very rarely by people able to

offer elaboration or explanation beyond this. A minority, mostly older men or ones

particularly interested in such maffers can relate longer versions beginning with the

eighteenth-century kingdom of Sukawati from whose scattered descendants the rulers

of Ubud are descended. This larger history, essentially of the rise and fall of the

fortunes of the various branches of the house of Sukawati, is also the subject of

several written versions prepared in most cases by the royal houses concerned.

These include a version of the Babad Dalem written by a member of Puri Sukawati

(G.Agung 1981)2, two essentially similar texts synthesised from a number of sources

under the name of Puri Tegallalang (Tj.Agung 1983,1985) and a Babad

TimbuUsukawati, also synthesised from a number of sources on behalf of another

branch of Puri Sukawati (Sanggra l97l).

From the middle of the nineteenth century, the history of the IJbud/Sukawati

area becomes enmeshed in a tangled web of dynastic conflicts stretching across most

of the island. "This period of Balinese history is (as Margaret Wiener 1995:403 puts

it), extremely complicated, and the enormous cast of characters requires the narrative

skill of a Tolstoy. " There have been several brave attempts, her own being the most

recent and comprehensive but specifically in relation to, and from the point of view

of Klungkung. Schulte-Nordholt (1988,1996) does likewise for Mengwi. G.Agung

(1989,1991) and Mahaudiana (1968) both provide highly partisan accounts from a

Gianyar point of view. Hanna (1976) and Gunning (1926) provide brief overviews.

Babad is a generic term for a genre of historical texts written
primarity for the purpose of recording and legiuimating dlmastic geneal-ogies.
For discussions of this genre and its atatus as historical text see Creese
(1991).

Babad Dalem is euch a text of the eenior royal lineage of Klungkung, and
thus arguably of Bali, the Satria Dalem. There are m€rny versions of it, that
referred to here being an unusual one including and emphasising the Sukawati
branch of the lineage. It is tl4gewritten in Balinese and I arn grateful to
Carol Warren for a copy partially translated into Indonesian. For general
discussions of the Babad Da1em see Creese (l-991) and Wiener (1995:ch.5).
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In addition there are a number of local texts of varying completeness, quality and

bias as well as oral accounts addressing parts of the process.

My primary purpose in this chapter, it should not be forgotten, is to cast

historical light upon contemporary economic and cultural forms in lJbud, but this is

achieved via several sub-agendas. The first is simply to construct, from a criticat

reading of the sources avail;able, a plausible synthetic empirical account of the

history of this area from the point of view of Ubud. The second is to address the

recurrent problems in Balinese historiography of reconciling and/or integrating

conventionally concrete information with accounts of magico/mystical events and

causes and formal written histories with viltage folklore. This is done mainly by

interpolating, juxtaposing interweaving the different kinds of accounts in a way

dictated by the light they cast upon each other rather than any hierarchy of truth or

authenticity. The third is to use the abundance of conflicting evidence and

contradictory accounts as a tool for criticdly assessing and reflecting upon the

accounts and the history itself and for drawing out connections with material

presented in other chapters. Rather than treat these phases as separate pnocesses,

they are modes between which I move as seems fit as the story unfolds.

Finally I refer to an alternative version of this history which, although not

well supported by the evidence, casts over it a light of critical review at the point of

transition to colonial nrle3. Before proceeding to this, however, some reflections

on the subject of history in Bali are perhaps in order.

'. lilhere no referenceg are used, the
consenEius of all the versions referred to.
specifically in particular versions.

version recorded represents a
References refer to point,s made
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Ihe History of Bali and Balinese History.

Evorywhere on Bali history has deep roots, though it raroly leaves deep traces. Factual
historiography is alien to the Balinese, and there is a tendency to mythologise important
historical personages and events. Perhaps it is for procisely this reason that the after-
effects of certain events are to be felt for so long.
(Grader 1960:163)

The history of Bali is entwined, awkwardly but inextricably, with Balinese

history. For over 150 years, those seeking to write the forrrer have been dependent,

albeit uncomfortably and reluctantly so, upon the latter. In a rrecent and lucid

contribution to the debate Putu Davies summarises the problem thus: "...how can I
allow Balinese voices to speak, at the same time maintaining my stance as a

Western-trained historian?" (L991:67). What she is refening to is an inevitable lack

of "fit" or even downright contradiction between two different traditions of

understanding of the relationship between past and present: that of Western history

which is (or at least perceives itself as) rigorously chronological, causal and secular,

and that of Balinese traditions of representing the past which arc apparenfly pre-

occupied with such matters as genealogical origins, calendrical conjunctions and the

operation of magico/mystical forces.

She is not the first to encounter this problem. Ever since western historians

began compiling the histories of various parts of Indonesia they have been dismayed

and perplexed by the seemingly bizarre admixture of the magical and supernatural

with the conventionally rational in indigenous accounts of the past. @ateson

1970:135, Creese 1991, Davies 1991, Grader 1960:163, Hobart 1979:35, Schulte-

Nordholt 199lb:150, 199Ic, Vickers 1986,1990, Wiener 1995:76-96 ) The history

of Bali, it seems, has first to come to terms with Balinese history.

Margaret Wiener (1995:78) recounts being directed, when she spoke in

Klungkung of her interest in history $ejarah\, to "men with local reputations as

experts in babad" (a literary genre dealing with the past, most commonly

genealogical legitimation of claims to status). My own experience, in Ubud and a

range of nearby villages, was similar but more varied: I was referred less to babad
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as such, but to lowar (palm-leaf manuscripts) generally and other textual evidence,

purbalwla (lit ancient times, more generally archaeology and qpecifically in this

context, the state archaeological service in nearby pejeng), mythology such as the

story of Rsi Markandeya and eqpecially to local experts on knowledge of the past in

general. Like Wiener however I found that, whatever else it may have been, sejarah

tended to exclude such material as accounts of remembered events and I too learnt

to phrase my questions differently if I wanted to hear about such things.

The accounts I received from thesepeople were occasionally in chronological

order, recited parrot-fashion by people who had obviously dealt with my ilk before.

More commonly however they consisted of accounts of key events, not necessarily

in chronologrcal order and interqpersed with discussion of temples, pliaces and

people, etymologies of names and meanings of and relationships between things.

These conversations developed in depth and detail in response to my questioning and

as people arrived at their own conclusions as to my knowledge/ignorance and

motivation and consequently the degree of reqpect my enquiries warranted.

What I acquired, as a result of dozens of such conversations, was a highly

heterogeneous collection of stories, ranging from numerous versions of the exploits

of Rsi Markandeya and his followers, to the growth and influence, through magic

and warfare, of the purt of lJbud and other court centt€s, interqpersed with folk-

tales, some of them local, some widely recurrent. From these there began to

emerge the faidy consistent overall picture of the history of the area surnmarised

above. What this picture lacked was chronological sequence, credible dates, and

means for articulating between what I understood as different orders of information

such as accounts of wars and migrations and those of magic, monsters and gods.

When my questioning reached the limits of local knowledge (or perhaps of
what people were prepared to tell me), I was frequently referred to higher authority

for "correct" or "complete" versions. The two most common such authorities were

'that col<orda from Ubudu and literary sources, either published bool6 once sg€n or

heard of, or lontar, occasionally local but more commonly believed to reside at puri
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Llbud. Neither I nor anyone to whom I have qpoken has seen the fabled lontar

collection of Puri Ubud and more than one has expressed doubts as to its extent. In

general I found members of the puri to subscribe to a highly condensed,

mythologised and unreflected version of local history, so I turned to written accounts

to supplement the deficiencies of local oral history. These accounts included those

mentioned above as well as others which will be introduced as they enter the story.

Clifford Genftz argues (1980:6) that the kind of history we write is

necessarily conditioned by the type of materials available. He chooses to represent

nineteenth-century Bali in terms of a highly abstracted model of its dominantpolitical

form (1980:9), a state (or more precisely many small states) constituted essentially

by theatrical display of its conformity with cosmic order (1980:13). The subject of

my history, Ubud, was one of these states and the materials available to me are, I
suspect little different to those available to Geefi2. I have however selected among

these materials and interpreted them with more modest ambitions than Geertz and the

picture resulting is correspondingly modest but also somewhat at odds with that

presented by Geertz. We will return to this discrepancy but first let us see the

picture which emerges from this material.

Balian Batur.

The story of the house and area of Sukawati begins with that of Ki Balian

Batur, a powerfrrl black magician who made wiu on the kingdom of Mengwi and was

ultimately defeated with the help of unconventional weapons from Klungkung. South

Bali at this time, the beginning of the eighteenth century, was divided between

Klungkung, the original kingdom of higher status and Mengwi, something of an

upstart kingdom but wealthy and powerfirl. Balian Batur was descended from a

priestly lineage associated with Bintang Danu, the 'stars of the lake" a ritual

association of villages around Iake Batur. He lived near the eastern border of
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Mengwi, somewhere near Taro and he had students in ashrams downhill, as far as

Desa Rangkan, near the sea. He worked his mischief of sickness, death and social

disruption throughout this area. The story is well-known in this part of Bali and

there are several written versions differing in detail and emphasis (Ck.Agung 1981:

Tj.Agung 1983:5-6, L985:20-23, Sanggra l97l:1, Simpen I958:23-4)a.

Armies sent by the king of Mengwi were unable to defeat him but one, led

by Ki Bendesa Gumiar did obtain from him the vital information that he could be

killed only by certain pusalw weapons of Puri Klungkung: a gun called Ki Narantaka

and a special bullet called Ki SeliksilC. These were requested from Klungkung and

the raja obliged, sending them with his son Dewa Anom Sirikan who used them to

good effect, shooting Balian Batur out of his hiding place in the sky over Desa

Rangkan. A temple, Pura Penataran Dalem Agung marks the spot where he fell to

earth. Before he died he laid down to the king of Mengwi a final condition of his

departure: that he give to Dewa Anom Sirikan the entire western part of his

kingdom, east of the river Ayung to the Pakerisan and from the sea to Mount Batur,

together with a warning: that if the king failed to keep his end of the bargain he,

Balian Batur, would be back in person to cause more trouble.

Like many Balinese stories of origins, the story of Balian Batur is often

presented just like this, briefly and cryptically, rich with unanswered questions and

its historical significance obscured by magic and mystery. Margaret wiener

(1995:217-8), quotes what appears to be a Klungkung version of the story and

provides an interesting interpretation, also from a Klungkung-centric point of view,

as "a moral-cum-political lesson on Klungkung supremacy." She suggests that

Balian Batur is "an instrument of invisible forces, who are punishing Mengwi's rule

On the B/Wintang Danu Eee Reuter (Lgg6:104). According t,o most
versions Balian Batur was based at a village called Tetedunginyah, west of
Desa Cau, neither of them n€rmeE known to me. According to Lovric (1982:j.35)
there is evidence to suggest that the disease which he inflicted may have been
cholera.

For a bloodcurdling account of the subsequent careers of the6eparticular weapons and for an erudite discussion of the technologry of niskaTa
military hardware in general see Wiener (1995: ch.7).
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for attempting to create a realm independent of and potentially competitive with

Klungkung". She refers to textual evidence to support this argument and indeed in

Simpen's version (1958:23), Balian Batur was put to this work by the goddess of

Batur and explains his actions to the king of Mengwi "...I am doing this because

(you) don't want to submit and pay respects.." to the nrler of Klungkung. She

refers also, on the basis of the sorcerer's name, to a symbolic resistance, but

ultimate submission of indigenous power, symbolised by Mount/Lake Batur, to that

of other powers originating from outside Bfr, symbolised by Gunung

Agung/Besakih/Klungkungu.

A number
fact put up the
Majapahit rulers

of mountain villages, notably
only recorded resistance to
(Hobart er aI !996:34J.

f->"

in the Batur/Taro area did in
immigrant, authority of the
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Figure 6.2 Mengwi, Klungkung and Sukawati c.1710

A local interpretation from Mengwi (by Gusti Agung Ajeng of Abiansemal)

makes the political background to the story more explicit. The relationship between
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Mengwi and Klungkung was not an easy one. Puri Mengwi was not only of lower

status but was related to Gusti Agung Maruti, a usurper who had wrested control of
GelgeVKlungkung away from the Satria Dalem lineage for several years. And not

only was hrri Mengwi at the time wealthier and more powerfrrl than Klungkung but

they had political designs upon Klungkung. Klungkung did however have an

advantage in terms of ritual power, based not only upon their relationship with the

god of Gunung Agung, but with his female counterpart at Lake Batur. It was the

Dewa Agung (the ruler of Klungkung) who made a deal with Balian Batur to create

the maximum possible disturbance along the border to distract the nrler of Mengwi

from any ambitions further afield. When Balian Batur confessed his secret weakness

and Mengwi asked for help from Klunglung, the Dewa Agung felt bad about killing

his own servant so he sent his son, in his place to do the dirty work.

Balian Batur however harboured no hard feelings toward the Dewa Agung.

When Dewa Anom Sirikan anived with the sacred weapons Balian Batur thanked

him profusely and "submitted joyfully to execution by rifle" (in Lovric's [987:133]
felicitous turn of phrase) despatched directly to heaven after making sure Mengwi

would not forget their debt to Klungl<ung. From other sources (notably Ck. Oka

Karang of Puri Negara) I have heard the view that Balian Batur had his own agenda

in the affair from the start. Tircd of his life as an agent of evil, he saw in this

arrangement an opportunity for moksa, an honourable exit from this world of

suffering, a true warrior,s death.

However one chooses to interpret the motivation of the parties involved, it

is clear that the whole incident had the effect, as Wiener argues, of (re)placing, and

keeping Mengwi in a subordinate position to Klungkung. Subsequent marriages

between the two houses sealed the relationship and the temple Pr,rra Penataran Dalem

Agung at Rangkan symbolised the new unity between them. The king of Mengwi
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kept his promise to relinquish to Dewa Anom Shikan control of the land between the

rivers and this became the tenitory of a new kingdom?.

Dewa Anom Sirikan and I Gede Mecaling.

Dewa Anom Sirikan, second son of I Dewa Agung Jambe, the first raia of

Klungkung, reinstated after the insurrection of Gusti Agung Manrti, is a vital, if

somewhat shadowy character in this story8. According to M. Subaga, Dewa Agung

Jambe wanted Dewa Anom to become punggawa of Kusamba, but he refused,

leading to a split between him and his brothers. When he subsequently moved to

take up his inheritance in Sukawati, it was with the condition that neither he nor his

descendants return to Klungkung.

According to other oral versions, he also had disagreements with his brothers,

but over the division of the family heirlooms. The authorised Sukawati versions

however do not choose to emphasise any of this, Sanggra (1971:1) mentioning only

that there was potential for conflict over the lcis Ki Bengawan Canggu from

Majapahit, but that the brothers didn't quarrel over it because of their mutual

Sukawati figures somewhat differently in Schulte-Nordhol-t' s history
of Meng'wi, appearing in 1733 as a fully-fledged power allied with Bul-eleng
againsi both llengwi and Klungkung. Despite the fact that the Balian Batur
siory of the founding of Sukawati is mentioned both by his textual and oral
sourles, it does not appear in his accounts. At the tsime of writing I have not
had the opportunity to discuss this with Schulte-Nordho1t but nqr guesq would
be that the official Mengwi orthodo:<y chooses to emphasise neither the implied
subordination to Klungkung nor the legitimation of the status of Sukawati
territory some of which was contesLed in later years.

He is, like many of the characters of Balinese history, known by many
names, referring to hi; various attributes and connections. Ttre honorific
Dewa or Dewa Agiung is someLimes replaced with Sri Aji or Sri Maha. Sirikan
means literally icotton reell but probably refers to his role as tali
pengikat, the "tie which holds (the world, or his people) together" (Tj.Agung
1983:7). In the Babad Dalem SukawaE,i (Ck.Agung 1981) he is referred to aa
Dewa Anom Wirya, meaning cheerful, enlhusiastic or brave. On first taking up
residence in Sukawati, he became known as Sri Aji Wijaya Tanu, "glorious
victory tr and laLer as Sri Ratna Pangkaja and Dalem Sukawati.
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respect. Dewa Anom was however worried as to whether he would have sufficient

nistutaresources to manage his new realm.

Early one morning, while still at Klunglamg, he awoke to find himself in the

presence of a stranger of fine appearance clad all in yellow. The man identified

himself as I Gede Mecaling, from Nusa Penida, sent by the Lord of the Sea to advise

him not to put any more preszure on his brothers because Ki Bengawan Canggu was

in fact the tali (tie, cord) holding the island of Bali together and therefore must not

be moVed from Puri Klungkung. In its place he offered a palm-leaf manuscript

(lontar) with ivory end-covers (cakepan) of similar antiquity and called Ki Pengasih

Jagat (love-chann of the world?) as a gift from the Lord of the Sea. He also offered

to serve as the protector of the new realm if Dewa Anom would build for him a

visiting-place (palinggift) outside Pura Er Jeruk, on the coast near Sukawati. He

then disappeared leaving Dewa Anom confident to make the move to Sukawati along

with 200 hand-picked followers.

I Gede Mecaling also makes a cameo appearance, but of quite different kind,

in the Tegallalang version (Tj.Agung 1985:24). Dewa Anom Sirikan, while en route

to his new kingdom with his followers, received word that a former student of Balian

Batur, known as I Gede Mecaling was still living and practising in Banjar Jungut,

Desa Baturan (now known as Batuan). His political advisor, Sira Kiaya Batu

kpang, recommended going straight to Batuan and dealing with the matter. On

arrival in Batuan he immediately constnrcted a small shrine and meditated to obtain

guidance and assistance from his ancestors and then instnrcted his advisors to devise

a plan for gening rid of I Gede Mecaling.

I Gede's favourite trick was to interfere with the health of any traveller

unwary enough to spend the night in Batuan. A salt trader from the coast, caught

at nightfall in Batuan asked for hospitality at the house of Dewa Babi, Anom

Sirikan's medical specialist. He became sick during the night but Dewa Babi was

able to cure him. Dewa Babi took the matter as a personal insult and immediately

confronted I Gede about it. They agreed to decide the maffer by a competition, the
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loser of which would leave Batuan. The competition involved a roast suckling pig,

the front legs of which were tied with (ordinary cotton) thread (berung), the rear

with kupas (a twine made of banana tree bark). Each contestant chose one of these.

If either tali (tie) should burn or break before the pig was properly cooked, this

indicated the loser. I Gede chose the kupas,lost and went to Nusa Pendida, to a

village now known as Jungut Batu.

I
Figure 6.3 Peli agih Ratu Gede Mecaling.

Pantai Purnama 1996
Figure 6.4 fef; nf^m Dewa Babi

" Batuan. 1996

Many people are reluctant to speak of Gede Mecaling because of the

dangerous powers with which he is associated but aspects of both these stories occur
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in popular knowledge of hime. Ck. Oka Karang knows versions of both but insists

that in neither case was the person involved actually Ratu Gede Mecaling: the black

magician of Batuan was one I Maca, and Dewa Anom Sirilen was given an heirloom

weapon which emerged from the sea when he meditated at Pura Er Jenrk after being

instructed to do so by a stranger in white at Pura Klotok (on the coast near

Klungkung) who was the Lord of the Sea in person. Tj.Agung (1985:31-33) also

relates the latter story.

If we discount for the moment Ck Oka's dissenting version, there would

appear to be a fundamental connection between Dewa Anom Sirikan, and thus the

kingdom of Sukawati which he is about to found, and I Gede Mecaling, a kind of

Grim Reaper from a place across the sea. This connection takes two, not altogether

compatible, forms: in one, Dewa Anom is quite clearly supported by the power of

I Gede and his master the I-ord of the Sea. This power originates and is given in

Klungkung and brought to the new area (c/f Wiener 1995:46). In the other I Gede's

power is a remnant of that of Balian Batur, originating from that of Lake Batur,

more local and mountain-based, perhaps originally unleashed in the service of

Klungkung but now, even when banished acnoss the sea, remains an obstacle to the

order of the new kingdom.

I also defer to this tradition, according to which it is considered
neither polite nor prudent to refer to powerful,/sacred objects or beings by
their nermes, by asking forgiveness for speaking so freely of he who is known
also by the title ilero or Ratu Gede Mecaling, which me€rnEi "the great fanged
Iordr'. He is said t,o reside at Pura Dalem Ped on Nusa Penida and to visit the
mainland, with his hordes of wong seurar (invisible people) followers, in the
sixth month (at the beginning of the wet eeason) bringing epidemics of
seasonal disease including cholera. They swarm acrosE BaIi and on into ilava,
returning to Nusa Penida at the end of the season. Rituals of protection,
involving barong, are performed all over aouth Bali at this time. I(nowledge
of him Lends to be fragmentary and inconsistent as are the written accounts
(eg. H.Geertz L99lb:185, L994231-,65,66,L25, Lovric L987:L32, Swellengrebel
1984:38). Ida Pedanda Ketut Sidemen of Sanur (personal conununication)
describes him as "Ehe big god of everything that c€rn go wronglrt, a kind of
Balinese manifestation of Murtrrhy'g taw. An interesting recent development is
the practice of retro-fitting temples of long standing in the Ubud area with
Pellingih Dalem Ped which are said to be associat,ed with seasonal protection
from Ratu Gede.
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